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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDJNG 
. i' 
AGREEMENT made between the NEW YORK CI'rjl TRANSIT AUTHORITY 
(hereinafter referred to as  #'NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT" or the 'AUTHORITY) and 
the MANHATTAN AND BRONX SURFACE TRANSIT OPERATING AUTHORITY 
(hereinafter referred to as the "OPERATING AUTHORITY ") (both of which hereinafler 
w jointly referred to as the "Authorities") and the 
-TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION OF AMERICA, Local 
100, AFL-CIO (hereinafter jointly referred to as the "Union"). 
It is mutually agreed that the collective bargaining agreement between the Authorities 
and the Union shall be amended as follows: 
This agreement shall continue in effect through December 15,2005. This agreement is 
subject to ratification by the MTA Board and by the Executive Board and members of the 
union. 
2. GENERAL WAGE INCREASES 
The wage rates for hourly and clerical employees represented by the Union shall be 
increased as follows: 
(a) Effective December 16,2003, the rates of pay that 
were in effect on December 15, 2003 shall be increased by 
three (3) percent. 
(b) Effective December 16,2004, the rates of pay that 
were in effect on December 15,2004 shall be increased by 
three (3) percent. 
-(c) Rates of pay below the top rates shall be adjusted 
in accordance with the appropriate progression schedule. --Y * 
.c 
3. LUMP SUM PAYMENT 
A 
(a) In recognition of substantial past productivity of the work force 
since the advent of Metro-Card and the dramatic increase in 
ridership, in July, 2003 the Authorities shall pay a one-time, non- 
recurring, lump sum payment of $1,000 to each employee who R E C E I ~ E ~ I i g i b i l i t y  requirements specified herein. 
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(b) In order to be eligible to receive the above referenced lump sum 
payment the employee must be on the payroll on June 1,2802 and 
June I ,  2003. However, if an employee is hired before ~une -  1, 
2002 and retires or is injured on duty prior to June 1,2003 the 
employee will be entitled to a pro-rata share of the lump sum. 
4. HEALTH BENEFITS 
MTA NYCT will assume the obligations of the HBT and maintain the current level of 
benefits subject to the following plan adjustments: 
i. Domestic partner coverage shall be added under the same rules applicable 
to non-represented employees of MTA NYCT. 
ii. A Hi-Option rider will be offered to plan participants in the GHI network 
iii. GHKBP co-pays shall be increased from $10/$30 to $15/$45. 
iv. Prescription drugs shall be pursuant to a three tier formulary system with 
$O/S10/$15 (2x mail order) co-pays. 
v. A prescription drug plan for pre-Medicare retirees shall be instituted at the 
level consistent with a first year cost of $10 million dollars. That level of 
benefits shall be mairitained in the same fashion as  the remainder of the 
plan. 
vi. Mental health visits shall be increased to sixty (60) visits. 
vii. Regular part time traffic checkers will receive the same health care 
benefits as provided to regular full time employees. 
Effective upon full and final ratification and approval of this agreement by the parties all 
applicable agreements shall be amended to provide that the health benefits currently 
provided by the Health Benefit Trust, as amended above, shall be provided directly by the 
Authority. 
The Union will be informed of and have input into any administrative changes that may 
impact upon those receiving benefits. 
5. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS ' , 
-- .-- 
The parties have agreed to nineteen (1 9) miscellaneous provisions, which are attached as ; 
Attachment A. -7 'C 
6. DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES 
Changes in the disciplinary rules and procedures are as outlined in Attachment B to 
agreement. 
7. SICK LEAVE RULES 
Changes in the sick leave rules and procedures are as outlined in Attachment C to this 
agreement. P L 
8. CHILD CARE 
The parties will establish. a jointly administered trust for the express purpose of devising 
and implementing strategies and programs to assist'employees with issues related to 
childcare. The Employer will make an initial contribution of $100,000 upon full and 
final ratification. Commencing six months thereaAer and on a monthly basis, the 
Employer will make additional $200,000 contributions. Additional related issues are 
attached as Attachment D. 
9. TRATNING/UPGRADE FUND 
The parties will establish a jointly administered trust for the express purpose of devising 
and implementing strategies and programs designed to increase the skills of employees 
including areas of new technology. The fimd will not be utilized to substitute for existing 
training programs. The Employer will make an initial contribution of $100,000 upon full 
and final ratification. Commencing six months thereafter and on a monthly basis, the 
Employer will make additional $300,W0 contributions. The structure of the Trust shall 
be the same as the stmcture for Child Care as outlined in Section 1 of the Child Care 
attachment to this Agreement. 
1 0. EQUITY FUND 
An equity fund will be established for purposes of salary adjustments for certain titles. 
The Union will designate such adjustments subject to the approval of the Authority, up to 
a maximum annualized amount of $3.5 million. 
1 1 .  .SURFACE CONSOLIDATION 
The agreement on Surface Consolidation is outlined in Attachment E. 
The parties agree to the establishment of new procedures for dealing with preventable 
accidents as outlined in Attachment F. 
13. SAFETY 
The parties agree to the establishment of new safety practices as outlined in Attachment 
G. 
P . ,  
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14. APPRENTICESHIPS 
The parties agree.to establish an Apprenticeship Program as outlined in Attachment H to 
this document. 
15. NEWTECHNOLOGY - 
Thi parties agree to establish new technology procedures as outlined in Attachment I. 
16. JOB SECURITY 
The parties will make every effort to avoid involuntary reductions in force. These efforts 
will include reassignments and other movements of personnel where applicable. If such 
reductions are nonetheless necessary the provisions of the contract will apply. 
17. MEDICAL APPEAL PROCEDURES 
The parties agree to the establishment of new medical review procedures as  outlined in 
Attachment J. 
18. BARGAINING UMT PROTECTION 
The parties agree to the establishment of new farming out practices as outlined in 
Attachment K. 
19. RELEASE TIME 
The Authorities agree to release seven (7) additional employees on a compensated basis. 
Members who are released from nights and weekend tours will continue to receive their 
applicable differential payments. 
The parties' agreements concerning the departmental issues are attached hereto, 
.4 
. 
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF 
THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS 
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING 
ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFORE, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL 
THE APPROPRLATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL. IT IS 
FURTHER AGREED THAT THE PARTIES WILL JOINTLY SEEK SUCH APPROVAL 
WHERE R E Q W D .  
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, thc parties haeto have set their bands and seals as of 16th day 
of December. 
New York, New York 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: NEW YORK ClTY TRANSIT 
Date 
MARTIN sCHNlBm LAWRENCE- 
Acting GcI#al Counsel, Praidmt, ' 
New Yo* City Transit Authority New York City Transit Authority 
Date Date 
Date 
ATTACHMENT A 
Miscel!aneous Provisions /. . - c- 
. 
1) Differential Pay 
The Authorities agree. to provide an explanation of differential benefits to employees 
at the time the differential benefits are paid. Such an explanation will include the 
period of differential being paid and the after-tax pay base upon which the differential 
was calculated. The Union understands that the implementation of this provision will 
be accomplished as sosn as practicable after the execution of this Agreement. 
2) Assault Bill - 
The parties agree to jointly support legislation that would amend the Assault Bill to 
include Station Agents and CTA. 
3) CTA Promotions 
The parties &all make a joint application to DCAS to create Training and Expdeace 
requirements, reflective of CTA fimcti- for open competitive class positions mto 
which CTA's could be promoted. 
4) C3 and C4 F m s  (Workers Gem and ~ e d i c a l  Forms) 
Employees who bave accidents will be provided with C-3 and C-4 forms as part of 
the accident report package. 
5) Death Benefit 
There will be a $50,000 death benefit to spouse or children in the event of an 
accidental death in the line of duty. This particular provision shall be considered to 
be e f f~ t ive  as of November 15,2002. 
6) Release Time Su~~lement  
At the request of the Union, certain Authority paid release t h e  employees, who are 
so designated by the Union, w i i  be paid for 50 bows. The 10-bout diffaence will bc 
reimbursed to the Authority by the Union. 
7) Notice of lnvestiaations to Union 
Extend the RTO language concerning notice to the Union of investigations to the 
entire bargaining unit 
'1 . 
8) Publication of Collective Bawaininn Anreement \ 
As soon as p t i c a b k  the shall execute an integrated colleckve bargaining 
agreement, and shall publish it apeditiously thereafter- The Authority shall bcP the 
cost of printing sufficient copies and supplying them to the Union. 
9) Davs of PamentfSealed Envelo~es 
OA employees shall be paid bi-weekly on Wednesdays. TA employees shall be paid 
bi-weekly on Thursdays. As soon as practicable the Authority will provide 
checkdpayment advices in sealed envelopes. 
6 
1 0) Increase of Overtime Cap 
--. 
All overtime caps will be increased by 150% of any general increase. 
1 1) Cap on Released Employees 
The parties agree to eliminate the cap on the number of individuals on union paid h l l  
time release time. 
- 
12) Picks - Provision of Information 
NYC Transit agrees to provide TWU Local 100 with schedules, picks and bids and 
their results, farming out information and disciplinary information in computer 
readable format where available. 
13) Monthly Presidential Meetinns 
The President of the Authority and the President of Local 100 will meet on monthly 
basis; it is encouraged that other bilateral meeting will be held at all levels. 
14) FTA Report 
The Authority will forward the Union the annual NYCT MIS drug and alcohol testing 
and compliance report to the FTA. 
15) EAI' Study . 
A committee will be formed to review the operations and hnctions of the Employee 
Assistance Program. 
16) Thanksnivin g Holiday Scheduling Exception 
For employees whose tours of duty begin in the PM hours and finish in the AM hours 
and the majority of the hours of whose tours are in the AM hours, the Thanksgiving 
Holiday shall fall on the tour that starts in the PM of Thanksgiving Day. 
17) Holiday Reconnition 
When a celebrated holiday falls on a weekend, the employee will celebrate the 
holiday on that day, rather than the preceding Friday or subsequent Monday. 
18) Iniurv on Duty and use of Leave Balances 
Employees with injury-on-duty claims pending shall be entitled to use their accrued 
sick and %ation leave balances on the first day following their injuries where 
practicable, and the amounts charged against such balances and entitlementnhall be , *
restored to the employee in the event NYC Transit does not contest the employee's 
Workers' Compensation claim or the claim is upheld by the Workers' Compensation 
Board. The waiver form will be made part of the accident package. 
19) Vacation Scheduling 
Where practicable, particularly in the operating departments, employees will be 
permitted to take vacation from RDO to RDO with the understanding that the 
@ 
change must have minimal financial impact in the area or division where 
implementation is contemplated. /. . .-. 
20) Arbitration of Discrimination Comvlaints 
All claims alleging illegal discrimination under the collective bargaining 
agreement or any federal, state or local statute shall be subject, upon the grievant's 
election, to the Agreement's grievance and arbitration procedure as the final, 
binding, sole and exclusive remedy for such violations, and employees who so 
elect to arbitrate their claims of discrimination shall not file suit or seek relief in 
any other forum. As a condition to arbitrating this claim, the grievant agrees to 
execute a wavier, in a form provided by the Authority, of the right to advance, 
litigate or prosecute the same issue in any other judicial or administrative 
proceeding. In the event the release is not executed or is deemed invalid, the 
arbitrator will have no authority to grant relief to the grievant. The arbitrators 
shall apply applicable law as it would be applied by the appropriate court in 
rendering decisions on discrimination claims. 
2 1) Elimination of Minimum Wane for Trainees 
The minimum wage rate for training periods shall be eliminated and employees shall 
be paid at the first level of the applicable progression on the first day of work. 
Disciplinary Procedure ~>oposals '.- + 
DEPARTMENTAL DISCIPLINE 
Departmental managementJsupervision can meet with an employee and hisher union 
representative and agree upon a penalty of a warning, reprimand or record only 
suspension up to Sdays for minor violations. No formal charges would be issued but 
any agreed upon penalty becomes part of the employee's disciplinary record, 
recorded as a warning, reprimand or suspension time. In addition, Departmental 
management may choose to limit the discipline to a verbal reprimand, which will not 
be recorded. The employee may reject the proposed penalty and follow the formal 
disciplinary process. 
If an employee has only one Departmental discipline penalty, such penalty shall not 
be considered as part of the progressive disciplinary process. 
A warning or reprimand shall be expunged after 12 months, if the employee has no 
other discipline. 
OTHER REVISIONS 
Disciplinary arbitration will be heard by a neutral arbitrator. 
In the event that the Union contends that a pre-disciplinary suspension has been 
improperly imposed the question of the propriety of the pre-disciplinary 
suspension shall be subject to immediate review by a disciplinary arbitrator. The 
Union may invoke the right to review by a written communication to the office of 
the Vice-president of Labor Relations, which may be transmitted by facsimile. 
The dispute as to the propriety of the pre-disciplinary suspension shall be 
scheduied'kd heard by a disciplinary arbitrator within two business days of the 
P 
transmission of the Union's request for review or as soon thereafter as pEktical. . 
That dispute shall have priority over any and all other matters on the arbitrator's 
calendar. In deciding the dispute, the arbitrator shall determine: 
(a) Whether the offense charged is of the kind for which a pre- 
disciplinary suspension should be imposed, and; 
(b) Whether there is a reasonable basis to believe that the grievant 
may be guilty of that offense. The arbitrator shall where 
practicable issue the decision fiom the bench. /-l 
The decision of the arbitrator shall be limited to the matter of the imposition of the pre- 
disciplinary suspension and may not be introduced by either party ih.3 subsequent 
arbitration on the merits of the charge for which the pre-&sciplinary suspension was 
imposed. Any arbitrator who hears a challenge to the imposition of a pre-disciplinary 
suspension shall not conduct any subsequent arbitration on the merits of the underlying 
dispute. 
Employees shall have 30 days to cure sick documentation violatioiis. 
In so far as practicable, hearings shall be scheduled during work hours. 
Employees who are scheduled for work at the time of a scheduled hearing shall be 
released for the purposes of attendance at such hearing without loss of pay. In the 
event that the charges against the employee are sustained in whole or in part, the 
Company shall recoup the pay associated with such release fiom the employee, 
provided, however, that the employee may request the Arbitrator to modify or . 
rescind such recoupment in the event that the sustained penalty is grossly 
dissimilar fiom the initial recommended penaIty. 
Disciplinary calendars shall be realistic and shall reflect efforts to meet the needs 
of both parties. In addition, pre-disciplinary suspension hearings shall be 
scheduled at the start of the day's calendar. 
The Parties shall review the feasibility of scheduling Step I grievances at field 
locations where such is not current practice. ' 
To insure a constructive environment at the outset of the new mechanism for 
treatment of preventable accidents in the Department of Buses, all pending 
disciplines where the initial penalty is a warning shall be withdrawn. 
The Authority will amend the random testing procedures to allow employees who 
have verifiable child care/medical needs to be excluded h m  the last segment 
random testing (currently known as "D" segment tests). These procedures are 
subject to review and approval by the FTA. 
ATTACHMENT C/ 
Sick Leave Proposal +. 
Reward tbose employees witb iudicious sick leave usage 
It is the intent of the parties to exclude 70% of the TA employees fiom the following 
requirements: 
- Not be required to "call in" and "call out" fiom the sick location 
Not be required to medically document any absence of three days or less 
Not be subject to "home visits" or sick leave location investigations 
This provision shall apply to all employees who have passed probation 
worked through one full leave year 
(To implement this, the parties shall determine the percentage, as of January 1,2003 of 
this agreement, of days available (as a proportion of the maximum possible) in the sick. 
'rt:rve banks of all TA employep, which 70% of the TA employees have. All employees 
whose sick leave banks meet or exceed that level shall be subject to currently applicable 
sick leave rules during the upcoming sick leave year with the following exceptions.) 
If the employer believes that sick leave is being utilized for purposes of a job action, 
these exceptions willnot apply. 
The foregoing threshold shall be adjusted on an annual basis such that 70% of the 
employees will be subject to these exceptions. 
In the event of consolidation, the parties shall devise a mechanism, which provides that 
upon consolidation, the same percentage of former OA employees as TA employees 
eligible to be excused fiom the above referenced monitoring mechanisms will also be 
excused. 
Fresh Start 
For employees whose sick leave balance is below the threshold on the date of 
implementation of this program, the percentage of their sick leave balance shall be 
measured after the completion'of the first full year commencing upon the implementation 
date. -- .- 
Sick Leave Control List 
Employees will not be disciplined exclusively for remaining on the sick leave control list. 
However, the length of time on the list may be utilized as evidence to establish abuse. 
ExcessivelCbronic Absenteeism 
In the event that the Authority determines that an employee's sick leave record indicates 
abuse for which a chronic absenteeism charge would, in the AuthofiQ's view, be 
wananted, before bringing such a charge, the Authority must afford the employee the 
opportunity to present evidence that histher sick leave usage is the result of a verifiable 
chronic medical condition. 
1 Sick Leave Cash Out - 
An employee who has no sick leave usage in a calendar year, may, at the employee's 
option, cash out up to two sick days. In the event an employee has used only one sick 
leave day the employee may, at the employee's option, cash out one sick day. hcedures 
will be implemented to allow payment for this option in the first paycheck in December. 
ATTACHMENT 
CHILDCARE 1 FAMILY NEEDS 2 OMMWEE '.A 
1. If the parties agree to a childcare fund: 
a. The name of the fund shall be "The ?ransport Workers Union, Local 100 1 MTA New 
York City Transit Authority Childcare Fund". 
- 
b. There shall be a total of four (4) trustees to act as fiduciaries of a joint trust fund. 
President of TWU Local 100 or his designee shall appoint two (2) trustees and the 
President of MTA New York City Transit or his designee shall appoint two (2) 
trustees. Each trustee shall have equal voting power. When necessary, the 
impartial contract interpretation arbitrator shall become the fifth trustee and break the 
deadlock by casting a tie-breaking vote. 
c. The purpose of fund will be to provide and or procure childcare services for active 
employees represented by TWU Local 100. The parameters of the fund shall 
include: 
an emergency childcare pilot program. 
a voucher day care program, 
a feasibility study of onsite and or offsite day care, 
and other appropriate childcare programs to address employee needs. 
d. TWU Local Local 100 shall select the Fund's Director, subject to the approval of the 
trustees appointed by MTA New York City Transit. 
e. The trustees shall jointly engage in efforts to secure additional funding through 
government grants orfrom other sources for the purposes stated in (c) above. 
2. The Family Assistance Program shall now be the Family and Member Assistance 
Program. If the parties agree to establish a child care fund. the two employees released 
to the program shall coordinate and assist with the Trustees and Director of the fund. 
3. Within a reasonable period of time not exceeding one year after ratification. management 
shall develop a pilot training and education program on the prevention of workplace 
violence and work related sexual harassment. Management shall meet with two (2) 
union representatives to preview and discuss the pilot prior to implementation. These 
representatives shall meet once per year to discuss relevant issues. 
1 
a. Should a TWU employee claim to be the victim of work related sexual harassment or 
worrc'place-violence from another employee. management will conduct a prompt 
investigation into the claim. If management determines Qe claim to be valiwhe .I 
victim will be reassigned, if feasible. to a shift, location. or job detached from the \ 
perpetrator upon request. If the victim does not request to be reassigned and if the 
harasser or victimizer is a TWU Local 100 employee, the perpetrator will be 
reassigned, where feasible. to a shift, location, or job detached from the complainant. 
Should the reassigned perpetrator pick future assignments resulting in close 
proximity with the complainant and, subject to the victim's request, the perpetrator will 
be reassigned. where feasible, without a new investigation. Mpnagement will seek to 
implement similar reassignments related to sexual harassment and workplace 
violence for perpetrators from other employee groups where TWU Local 100 
employees have been victimized. 
b. Employees reassigned as the result of committing work related sexual harassment or 
workplace violence shall forfeit any guarantees associated with the picked job or run 
from which reassignment was made and shall not be entitled to change of 
assignment penattiis, tow change penanies. change of location penalties, shii 
change penalties or any other penalty payment related to the reassignment. An 
employee reassigned under this procedure shall be entitled to the full wages of the 
job to whikh he or she is assigned. 
c. This provision shall not limit managernenl's right to discipline the perpetrator under 
the disciplinary procedure. 
5. With due consideration for opedtional requirements, management will make a best effort 
attempt to relay emergency family related messages on a timely basis. At a reasonable 
time after ratification, management shan develop specific procedures for implementation 
at the operational level. 
6. If the parties agree to health coverage for domestic partners, they shaH be included in the 
defmition of family for the purpos& of bereavement under the same rules. 
7. This agreement is subject to the approval of the principals and a fully executed 
Memorandum of Understanding for the Transport Workers Union Local 100. 
Date Date: 
Lawrence Reuter Roger Toussaint 
President President 
MTA New York City Transit Authority Transport Workers Union, 
Local 100 
SURFACE CONSOLIDATION 
The Authority and the Union agree to the elimination of the artificial distinction between 
MaBSTOA and the Transit Authority. To that end, the parties agree as follows: 
- 
1) Effective 90 days after final ratification all impediments to the free movement 
and commingling of equipment and personnel between MaBSTOA and 
Transit Authority shall be eliminated except as modified herein or by 
agreement of the parties. 
2) Effective that same day, all contractual pay and work practices at MaBSTOA 
shall be standardized at the Transit Authority level, provided, however, 
incumbents of MaBSTOA as of December 16,2002 shall continue to accrue 
vacation and holiday pay und& the rules in effect on December 15,2002. 
Incumbent MaBSTOA employees covered by the MaBSTOA disability plan 
on December 16,2002 shall continue such coverage until December 15,2005 
at which point such coverage shall terminate. Similarly, assault pay for 
incumbent MaBSTOA employees shall be continued but limited to the 
average use experience but in no event less than 18 months. This provision 
will terminate on December 15,2005. Any MaBSTOA employee currently 
on assault or extended absence due to a work-related or non work-related 
injury or illness shall continue under the rules in effect on December 15,2002. 
3) Employees hired after the effective date of this agreement will be hired in the 
same ratio as the prior three-year average (Civil ServiceMon-Civil Service 
Ratio). The ratio shall be established for each covered title. 
The parties recognize that the transition from the current system to a seamless bus system 
will require additional good faith discussions between them. These discussions will 
include important areas of concern to the Union such as comfort issues. The Employer 
will approach these issues with respect and appropriate flexibility. Current MaBSTOA 
pick practices will be continued. Maintenance division shapeup will apply in TA and 
OA. Employees in OA Surface may bank AVA's that fall on a RDO, holiday, birthday or 
vacation. The Union shall establish the seniority system to be used in picks. These 
discussions will conclude no later than 90 days after final ratification. 
2 -- * 
The foregoing provisions do not apply to the clerical unit. % 
Department of Buses 
Transportation Division P -. 
Accident Review System . 
In full settlement of all issues raised by tbe union and management, the following 
hasbeen agreed to subject to tbe agreement of principals. 
The purpose of this program is to establish a process for the review of aceidents focusing 
more on improving bus operator performance as a means of accident avoidance and 
reduction. This procedure replaces the disciplinary procedure currently in place for 
preventable accidents and also replaces the OA safety committee as specified in section 
6.2.F(1) of the collective bargaining agreement. 
.Commencing no later than ninety days after the ratification -of the collective bargaining 
agreqent between TWU Local 100 and the New York City Transit Authority/Manhattan 
and Bronx Surface Transit Operating Authority, the following process will be used to 
determine the appropriate actions to be taken in the event of a preventable accident 
(except for probationary employees). This system is applicable to the Transit Authority 
and the Operating Authority (hereinafter the Authority). 
1.) All accidents will continue to be rated as preventable or non-preventable by the 
D e p h e n t  of Buses Safety and Training Division. 
2.) For minor accidents, as defined by DOB Safety and Training Division, the following 
procedure will be utilized. 1 
a) A DOB designated safety and training representative will rate the accident as 
preventable or non-preventable- 
b) If the minor accident is rated preventable, the Safety and Training 
Representative will review the bus operator's driving record using a rolling 12-month 
period based upon the date of the current accident. If the operator has no other 
preventable accidents during this period, the current accident will be referred to the 
Division Safety and Training Superintendent. 
c) TheDixision Safety and Training Superintendent for the operator's depot, in 
the presence of the employee's depot union Chairman of Transportation, will review the 
accident with the operator. The safety superintendent may'change the origXal rating, * 
based upon information the operator andfor the union provides at these reviews. If this 
accident is deemed preventable at the conclusion of this review, no discipline will be 
attached to that minor accident. 
d) Accident reviews will be conducted at the bus operator's home depot and will 
be conducted on the employee's own time. This review process replaces the OA safety 
committee as specified in section 6.2.F (1) of the collective bargaining agreement. 
Page Two 
Accident Review System 
e) If the operator has no other preventable accideh in the 12-month rolling period 
preceding the instant accident, the superintendent will determine whether this review is 
sufficient to assist the operator in preventing future accidents. 
f) If the safety superintendent determines that re-training i; necessary, the 
operator will be sent for retraining. The Safety and Training Division will determine the 
extent of the retraining. 
g) The rating of the safety superintendent for minor accidents not referred for 
discipline under this section is not subject to further review. 
4.) If the operator has one or more preventable accidents the 12-month period 
preceding the current accident, the current accident will be rated by the designated DOB 
Safety and Training Representative who will determine if the accident is preventable or 
non-preventable. 
a) If the designated DOB Safety and Training Representative determines the 
accident is preventable, the accident will then be referred to the General Superintendent 
of Transportation (or hisher designee) at the Bus Operator's depot who will conduct a 
Step I hearing. 
b) If the General Superintendent upholds the preventable accident, he/she will 
assess the appropriate discipline based upon the progressive disciplinary system in the 
safety track. (Again, the progressive system is only applicable to minor preventable 
accidents). 
c) The bus operator andfor the union may accept this determination or appeal it 
directly to arbitration. Such appeal must be within five days of the close of the Step I 
hearing. Failure to appeal will be deemed as acceptance of the charge and penalty. All 
appeals must be in writing. 
5) For major accidents, the designated DOB Safety and Training Representative will rate 
the accident dS preventable or non-preventable. 
Y 
'? --c 
< 
a) If the accident is rated preventable, the accident will be referred to the General 
Superintendent of Transportation (or hisher designee) at the Bus Operator's depot who 
will conduct a Step I hearing. 
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b) If the General Superintendent upholds the preventable accident, hdshe will 
assess the appropriate discipline in the safety track based upon the specific facts of the 
case. 
- 
c) The bus operator and/or the union may accept this determination or appeal it 
directly to arbitration. Such appeal must be within five days of the close of the Step I 
hearing. Failure to appeal will be deemed as acceptance of the charge and penalty. All 
appeals must be in writing. 
6) The following arbitration procedure will be utilized for preventable accidents. 
a) The arbitrator for a particular date will be selected fium a rotating panel of 
arbitrators mutually selected and paid for equally by the parties. The arbitrators who 
serve on this panel must attend training in preventable accidents at the Department of 
Buses Training Center. The Authority will determine the length of this training. The 
Union may have a representative pres'ent during this training. 
b) Arbitration will be held with sufficient regularity so that no case pending 
arbitration can remain unheard for a period greater than 90 days fiom the date of rating of 
the accident. Cases involving predisciplinary suspension will be scheduled within 20 
days from the date the Authority receives the step one appeal. Where cases consistently 
take a longer time, the parties agree to meet to try to resolve the delays. 
c) The Arbitrator will render hidher decision as expeditiously as possible and in 
no case later than 15 days after the conclusion of the hearing. In cases involving pre- 
disciplinary suspension, the panel must render a decision within five days. 
d )  Cases with penalties of ten (10) days or less will follow an expedited process. 
In this procedure, each side has % hour to present their case with an extra ?4 hour 
permitted for an additional witness. 
e) If ;'~us-Operator is pre-disciplinary suspended, the BIO will be permitted to 
work in a non-passenger service capacity until the 1" adjourne'd date unless the-Authority 
adjourns the case. 
f) A11 other rules regarding Arbitration which are outlined in section 2.1 of the 
collective bargaining agreement will apply. 
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. 
7) Minor accidents described in paragraph two (2) above which have been deemed 
preventable, have no discipline attached, and fall outside of the 12-month rolling period 
commencing on the date of the current actident being reviewed will not be considered 
towards discipline nor will they effect any promotional opportunity or ERP safe driving 
awards. - 
8) As soon as is practicable after the ratification of the collective bargaining agreement, 
the Department of Buses Safety and Training Division will review all the outstanding 
preventable accident disciplinary cases using the criteria outline in this review system. 
The Authority will incur no hearing pay liability for accident cases for which discipline is 
withdrawn as a result of the review based upon this system. 
9) a) Major Accidents include, but are not limited to, accidents involving fatalities, 
knockdoims of pedestrians or dragging a pedestrian, gross negligence, property damage 
greater than $1 5,000, resulted from reckless driving etc. 
b) Minor Accidents include, but 'are not limited to, accidents involving damage to 
property of $1 5,000 of less, minor injury, minor damage to bus or property. 
c) The parties will meet to discuss the definition of the terms minor accident and 
major accident. Unless otherwise agreed, the Authority's definition of major and minor 
will apply. The determination by the Authority that an accident is major or minor is 
reviewable by the arbitrator. 
10) The parties will meet to discuss the guide to preventability utilized by the Authority 
in rating accidents. These discussions will not in any way abrogate the Authority's right 
to determine the manner in which accidents are rated preventable or non-preventable. 
1 I .) Discussions concerning the accident prevention pilot program, specified in the 1999 
MOU, will continue. 
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This divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the 
Transport Workers Union; Local 100. 
This agreement may not be entered into evidence during any inttrest -arbitration 
procedures on the contract to be effective December 16,2002. 
For MTA NYC Transit For Transport Workers Union, Local 100 
Xlilkrd L. Seay Date 
Sr. Vice President, Buses 
Ralph J. Agritelley Date 
Vice Resident, Labor Relations 
Amin Khan Date 
Vice President, TA Surface 
Connie Friel Date 
Vice President, MaBSTOA 
Roger Toussaint Date 
President, TWU, Local 100 . 
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Safety Procedures 
Memorandum of Understanding ! *. 
In fill settlement of all issues raised by Union and Management, the following has been 
agreed to by the parties subject to the approval of the principals: 
1. Management agrees that departmental safety representatives will not implement or 
publish new safety policies without prior approval of the Office of System Safety. 
- 
2. The Union may request its own safety expert be present on Transit property to review 
a safety issue. In order to do so, the Union must give sufficient notice and 
demonstrate that the consultant is qualified as a safety expert in the appropriate field. 
Management agrees that access will not be unreasonably withheld with the Unions 
understanding that the request or the presence of the expert on the property cannot be 
utilized to stop or interfere with the work that has been deemed by Management to be 
safe. This provision shall not be applicable in those situations where an outside 
agency, such as the Department of Labor, PTSB, or NTSB, is or will be performing 
an independent investigation. 
3. TWU Local 100 will receive the same telephonic call-in data which has been 
provided to NYC Transit's Department of Law, which includes the name of the 
employee, pass number, the ~e&nsib i l i t~  Center number, and a brief description of 
the accident.. 
4. NYC Transit will provide the following reports to TUrU Local 100 Safety 
Department when issued: 
Board of Inquiry Reports / Notice of Hearing 
TA Committee Reports 
COLDER (Collision Department) 
Annual Summary of lost time accidents 
Quarterly Near Miss Reports 
Monthly fire report 
DOSH 900 
Exposure Assessment Surveys 
Outreach Program Report 
EoduTt Evaluations 
--.2 Asbestos and Lead Placards u -. 
Monthly Loss Time statistic book 
Hazard Assessments 
Timely Notification of accidents by Command or Control Center or Reporting 
Desk 
5. The Union will be provided with an opportunity to review and comment on new and 
revised policy instructions prior to their issuance. The Union will be permitted to 
preview and comment on newly proposed safety training program content. The Union 
agrees to provide its comments within a reasonable time period. This paragraph is not 
intended as a waiver of the Union's legal or other rights. 
Safety issues related to substantial new projects in the ~ep&mt/Dividon can be 
reviewed at the request of the U&on at the monthly divisional safety committee 
meetings or as required. Management will give notice of such projects. 
Section 1.9A shall be written to read: ''The Authorities agree to continue to provide 
adequate, clean, safe and sanitary working conditions, in conformance with the 
standards of applicable law." .. 
For the term of this contract, the following pilot program will be implemented: 
a) An employedgang that believes that hdshe is being asked to perform a task that 
is in violation of the departmental or applicable Authority-wide safety rules or 
applicable law has the right to challenge the decision of the immediate supervisor. 
The challenge must be in writing on a form provided by NYC Transit and must 
identify the rule or standard that was violated. NYC Transit supervisors will carry 
such forms. 
b) The supervisors must respondresolve the issue in writing on the form. If the 
responsdresolution is acceptable, the issue is resolved and both must sign the 
resolution. 
c) If an employeelgang does not agree with the supervisor's response/resolution a 
manager must be contacted to review the issue and determine who is correct. The 
Union will also be notified. If the employeelgang refuses the manager's decision, 
appropriate action may be taken against the employee(s). 
d) If the supervisor/manager fails to correct a valid safety condition, appropriate 
action will be taken against the supervisodmanager. 
e) The form must be turned into a departmental review team and the TWU Safety 
Department for quarterly evahation. 
The parties agree to work together to ensure that the monthly safety walk arounds 
andor meetings take place in accord with Section 1.19. It is the intent of the parties 
to achieve at all levels interface and cooperation between Union and Management 
concerning safety related issues. 
This Divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for 
the Transport Workers Union, Local 100. --% % 
C 
For Transport Workers Union, Local 100 For MTA NYC Transit 
Roger Toussaint, President Date Lawrence G. Reuter, President Date 
ATTACHMENT 
/' 
.. .*- 
ApprenticeshipDkaining/New Technology Committee 
Apprenticeship Program 
1. Expand the current apprenticeship pilot .as follows: 
DCE 
Lighting 
carpentry 
Plumbing 
E&E 
V&D 
HVAC 
Power 
96 total per year by the end of agreement** 
**This does not include the 10 yearly apprenticeship positions agreed upon in the 
Metrocard working conditions. 
The number of apprentices or the ratio of apprentices to maintainers within each craft 
may be modified by mutual agreement of the parties. 
Apprentices may come from the following sources: 
a. Priority will be given to existing employees (especially Helpers, Cleaners, and 
Traffic Checkers) with appropriate education, skills or trade background 
b. Area trade school graduates (if existing employees under (a) have not filled 
the available slots). 
c. Where skill and ability are relatively equal, seniority will prevail in the 
selection of apprentices. 
In order to be considered, existing employees must have good work records. Those 
who are not chosen'due to their work records will be &ven additional opportunities to 
participate in f i e  years if their records improve. The Joint ~ ~ ~ r e n t i c & h i ~  
~ommittce shill, among other things, establish criteria for determining acceptable 
-.2 work records. Y C 
The apprenticeship program shall be three years. 
The following practices which currently exist in the pilot shall continue: Apprentices 
will be rotated through different work assignments within the craA to gain experience 
in as wide a range of duties as possible. In order to accomplish this they may be 
assigned to different shifts. The training may include classroom work and working 
The parties agree that apprentices in signals shall be introduced as follows: 10 in the f i t  year, 15 in the 
second year, 20 in the third year, and 20 per year thereafter. 
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side-by-side with maintainen assisting with and performing regular work 
assignments. 
, 
Those employees who participate in the program but do not pass the training will be 
eligible to return to their previously held title. P .+ 
. 
The parties agree to petition one or more local trade schools to establish programs for 
less skilled employees at NYC transit to help them to become eligible to participate in 
the apprenticeship program. The emplbyees will participate in such a program on 
their own time and at their own expense, subject to the agency proposal on the 
training fund. - 
The contents of the apprenticeship program will be reviewed and discussed in the 
Joint Apprenticeship Committee. 
1 0. The Joint Apprenticeship Committee will determine the qualifications (i-e., training, 
education and experience) for entry into the Program. 
1 1.  Employees who enter into the program will retain their curkt rate of pay, if greater 
than the entry level apprenticeship rate, and will be entitled to the general wage and 
progression increases of their former title until such time a s  the apprenticeship rate 
becomes higher than such rate or they move into the higher title. 
This agreement is subject to an entire agreement on a successor contract for the Transport 
Workers Union, Local 100. 
For MTA NYC Transit For Transport Workers Union, Local 100 
Ralph 3. Agritelley, Vice President, OLR Roger Toussaint, President, TWU Local 100 
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ATTACHMENT 2 
On a semi-annual basis the President of Lqcal 100, the President of the Authority, and 
appropriate Executive Staff will meet to discuss issues of significant technological 
importance. lssues of significant technological importance include, but are not limited to, 
projects such as CBTC, hybrid buses and second generation Automatic ~ & e  Collection. 
This meeting shall be held exclusively for these purposes. It is the intent of the parties to 
engage each other on the impact of such technology on the workforce such that 
employees may enjoy the benefits of any advancements as well as be appropriately 
prepared and trained. 
The Authority will provide the union with appropriate documentation and information 
sufficient to permit the Union to adequately understand the parameters of the changes or . 
significant technological advancements the Authority is considering. It is also intended 
that the notification will be given sufficiently in advance of such meetings in order to 
provide the Union the opportunity to review and analyze the technological issues being 
considered by the Authority 
ATTACHMENT 4 
Medical Appeal Procedures 
In fill settlement of all the issues raised by the Union and Management, the f6gowing has been agreed to '3 
subject to the approval of the principals. . 
For all cases not involving injury-on-duty (IOD) conditions, Sections 2.1D and 6.2D (MaBSTOA) provisions 
of the Collective bargaining agreement will be replaced with the following: 
0 An employee who disagrees with an Occupational Health Services (OHS) work status 
determination based upon a non-IOD medical condition may appeal such determination by filing 
a notice of appeal on a form provided by the Authority. The completed form, with doctor's 
statement, must be transmitted to the Medical Director, Occupational Health Services. An appeal 
must be received by OHS while the disputed work status is still in effect in order for it to be 
processed for Tripartite Panel Review. The appeal will be reviewed by the Medical Director. A 
work status issue that is resolved in the employee's favor without the necessity for Tripartite 
Review will entitle the employee to restoration of sick leave used during the period of the 
disputed work status, provided that the employee took reasonable steps to timely provide medical 
information necessary for OHS to resolve the issue in the employee's favor and it is reasonable to 
conclude that the employee's medical condition did not change in the interim. The determination 
of whether an employee took such reasonable steps and whether or not the employee's medical 
condition changed in the interim shall be decided via the expedited arbitration procedures in 
Section 2.1B of the collective bargaining agreement used to resolve shortage, differential and sick 
leave disputes). In no event shall an employee be entitled to any restoration of leave andfor pay 
for any period preceding ten (1 0) days from the date of receipt of the appeal form by OHS. 
Timely appeals that are unresolved as described above will be decided by a Tripartite Panel of 
Physicians (hereinafter, "the Panel"). > 
The panel shall be made up of 3 physicians, one chosen by the Union, one chosen by 
Management and a third chosen by those two physicians from a list of neutral physicians who are 
mutually selected by the parties. The panel will meet as frequently as necessary to ensure 
expeditious processing of appeals. The panel's review will include: 
A medical record review, including each party's submission. 
An oral presentation at either party's option. 
The panel will have the authority to direct the employee to undergo additional 
examination(s) and order any diagnostic tests deemed necessary. The cost of such 
additional testing will be shared equally between the parties. 
Within five ($business days of receipt of the appeal by OHS, the Union will be provided a copy 
of the employee's OHS medical record. The matter will be scheduled for review by the p@l 
within two (2) weeks of transmission of the medical record to the Union. The location and time 
of the panel meeting will be mutually agreed upon between the Neutral Physician, the Authority's 
Physician and the Union's Physician. If at the panel meeting it is determined that the employee 
requires a physical examination by the neutral physician, another physician or that diagnostic or 
other tests are required, such examination or testing shall be promptly scheduled (contemplated as 
within a week of the determination of the need for such additional exarninatiodtesting). The 
panel meeting will be permitted to be conducted via conference call, if required in order to ensur 
a prompt scheduling, review and decision. Where additional medical evidence is gathered 
following the initial meeting, it will be received by the neutral physician and shared with the 
respective parties' members. P &> 
Within one week of the meeting described above, or where additional medical evidence was 
sought, within one week of its receipt by the panel, the panel shall make its determination by 
majority vote. The decision will be rendered in writing by the Neutral Physician. 
The decision of a majority of the panel will be final and binding d d n o t  subject to arbih-al review. 
The majority decision must: 
be consistent with NYC Transit's medical standardsljob profiles 
give a diagnosis and work status ifi the employee's title 
not add to, delete from, or modify any of the provisions of the Agreement, written rules of 
NYC Transit, Policy/Instructions, relevant statutes or NYC Tramit's medical standards 
All fees of the neutral physicians will continue to be divided evenly between NYC Transit and the 
Union. Fees of the physicians selected to represent the Union and NYC Transit will be the 
responsibility of the respective party. 
Where TWU identifies a Transit-promulgated medical standard (1) that it contends is 
unreasonable based upon current medical practices or procedures or (2) that does not contemplate 
a physician's discretion in making a fitness for duty determination in a particular title and the 
Union believes that the standard should be modified to permit discretion on a case-by-case basis, 
it will identify the particular standard, in writing, and give notice to NYC Transit. NYC Transit 
will meet with the Union to review its concern. If NYC Transit disagrees with the Union's 
position, the dispute will be submitted to a Tripartite Panel made up of a representative of Transit, 
one fiom the Union and an agreed upon neutral medical expert. The decision of the majority of 
the panel concerning that specific standard shall be binding on the parties. It is understood that the 
panel decision will not be retroactively applied to appeals decided prior to any modification of the 
applicable standards. 
When an employee has a medical appeal, the resolution of which could be affected by a pending 
appeal of a medical standard, the time frames set forth herein can be suspended. 
The parties agree to meet within twenty days of the execution of this agreement to determine 
whether the category of injury-on-duty cases that are currently subject to appeal can be appealed 
through this newly agreed upon process or will continue to be processed through current 
procedures. 
The parties shall make every effort to implement the terms of this agreement on or before April 3, 
2003. In the interim, the existing procedures shall continue. Further, pending completion of the 
determinath concerning IOD medical appeal cases, the existing procedures shall remain in 
effect. --% Y 
\ 
This agreement is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the Transport Workers 
Union, Local 100. 
For MTA NYC Transit For Transport Workers Union, Local 100 
Notice of Medical Appeal to Tripartite Panel 
Page 2 
Name Pass Title 
OHSIWCD Work Status as of date of date of Medical Appeal WW, NW) 
[RW=Restricted Work; NW=No Work] .P - @ . . 
* 
Date disputed work status first determined by OHS: 
I hereby dispute the medical condition and/or 0 the work status that OHS has determined. I 
hereby request that this dispute be submitted to a Tripartite Physician Panel for review and 
determination. I hereby authorize the release of my OHS medical record to l'%VU Local 100. 
Employee Signature Dated Street Address 
Telephone Number City, State, Zip Code 
To be completed by Employee's Physician: [Statement of Dispute and Medical Condition] 
[Please attach any relevant medical evidence, including diagnostic test results, medical history, etc. in 
order to assist the Tripartite Panel in making its determination.] 
Physician Signature -_ Dated 
'3  \ 
\ 
Date Appeal Received By Occupational Health Services (OHS): 
OHS Representative 
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Memorandum of Understanding 
In full settlement of all issues raised by Union and Management, the following has been 
agreed to by the parties: - 
1. As part of an ongoing, joint, cooperative effort to evaluate TWU Local 100 
proposals to have maintenance, repair, reconstruction or construction work 
performed by in house forces, the parties agree to convene, at least annually, a 
labor-management committee meeting. The parties recognize that in-house 
performance of certain projects has been demonstrated to be comparable to 
similar work that has been contracted out. The purpose of the committee is to 
study bringing more work in-house. 
The parties agree to engage in this joint, cooperative effort to afford the TWU 
Local 100 the opportunity to present proposals to Transit for keeping or bringing 
work in-house. The parties agree that Transit will provide information reasonably 
necessary to the formulation o'f such proposals, such as Transit or market 
estimates of the cost of acquiring vehicles, equipment and facilities. Subject to 
fbnding requirements, the parties agree to use the incremental method for 
calculating overhead costs applied to TWU Local 100 proposals for utilizing in- 
house forces. 
3. The parties agree that Transit's acceptance or rejection of any TWU proposal 
shall not be subject to the grievance procedure and cannot be utilized in any 
subsequent grievance hearing or litigation. In agreeing to such a committee; both 
parties are reserving their full rights pursuant to the current collective bargaining 
agreement language. 
4. All information concerning projects which the TA is considering f m i n g  out 
shall be provided to the Union at least 30 days in advance of a request to submit a 
Request For Proposals or other solicitation. Upon the request of the Union, the 
TA shall meet within one week to describe the project and answer questions that 
unionrepresentatives may have about the project. 
-7 
This package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement. 
For: Transport Workers Union, Local 100 For: MTA NYC Transit 
Roger Toussaint, President Date Lawrence Reuter, President 
SIDE LElTER OF AGREEMENT 
/. 
.- 
This will confirm our understanding with respect to paragraph 4(a) on the 
Attachment concerning Child Care/Family Needs that it is the Authorities' intention to 
insure that determinations and investigations regarding sexual harassment are made by 
personnel appropriately trained in that field. 
Roger Toussaint 
December 16,2002 
- 
Gary J. Dellaverson 
SIDE LETTER OF AGREEMENT 
.&. 
This will confirm our understahding with respect to the December 16,2002 
Memorandum of Understanding: 
In connection with the provision ofithe Miscellaneous Provisions entitled "Days 
of PayrnenVSealed Envelopes" and the Attachment concerning "Surface Consolidation," 
the parties agree that if the Authorities wish to unify the pay date aAer Consolidation, the 
principals will discuss this issue further. 
Roger Toussaint Gary J. Dellaverson 
December 16,2002 
SIDE LETTER OF AGREEMENT 
/. 
. .-' 
This will confirm our understahding with respect to the December 16,2002 
Memorandum of Understanding: 
1. In the event that ratificatiowof the Agreement fails, none of the provisions 
of the Agreement or of the accompanying Departmental Agreements may 
be introduced in any interest arbitration proceedings on t he contract to be 
effective December 16,2002. 
2. The Preambles which appear in various places in the Agreement and the 
accompanying Departmental Agreements which read "in full settlement of 
all issues raised" are not intended to preclude further appropriate 
discussion in the subject areas to which they relate. 
Roger Toussaint 
December 16,2002 
Gary J. Dellaverson 
SIDE LETTER OF AGREEMENT ). 
This will confirm our understanding with respect fo the ~ t t H ~ i ~ t  concerning . 
Apprenticeship hogram it is the consensus of the parties that the existing structure of the 
Apprenticeship Program shall be re-invigorated to provide for mutuality and joint 
decision-making. 
Roger Toussaint 
December 16,2002 
Gary J .  Dellaverson, 

RTO 
Memorandum of Understanding /. _ 
In full settlement of all issues raised by Union and ~ a n a ~ a m e n t ,  the following has been agreed 
to by the parties subject to the approval of the principals: 
RDO Swaps I - 
Management agrees to allow Train Operators, ConhKtors and ~ o G e r  Operators to 
swap RDOs with the following understanding: 
employees swap both RDO's for tbe week; 
the employee agreeing to the swiip must be already be qualified to m r  the 
job of the employu raquesting the swap; 
both employees involvcd in the swap m&t work the same tour of duty; 
both employees agrec to accept the actual pay associated with thc job worked - 
one may have a penalty job and the other doesn't; Obe may have a yard job, 
etc.; 
no swapping RDO's on recognized NYCT holidays; 
each employu is allowed to initiate three (3) swaps per pick and each 
employee can be the rccipiint of three (3) swaps per pick; 
if an employet agrees to a swap and calls in sick on his assigned day, doctors' 
lines are required for payment of the sick day; - 
requests for swapping arc raquircd in the Crew Assignment Section (CAS) at 
least I0 calendar days pnor to the RDO swap q u e s t ;  
subdivision "A" will allow 20 swaps per week - 10 Conductors and 10 Train 
Operators; 
subdivision "B" will allow 30 swaps per week - 10 Conductors and 20 Train 
Operaton; 
subdivision "A" will allow 1 swap per week for Tower Operators; 
subdivision "B" will dlow 2 swaps per week for T o w  operators; 
no absentee codes (017, 020, etc.) will be granted for the agreed-upon swap 
days; 
both employees involved in the swap are responsible for submitting the form to 
the CAS by the I O-day deadline; 
employees must call the CAS at least seven (7) days prior to the swap to verify 
that the swap was approved. - \I 
\ 
Management's decision in allowing swaps is not subject to the grievance procedure. 
11. Request for Days OffA'imeclocks 
It is understood that an employu must submit a written request for days off no 
more than 30 days and at least ten days prior to the desired day. Such requests 
may be granted, in accordance with operational need, and'on a "jrst come" 
basis. 
.- '3 
Management will provide four (4) timeclocks to accommodate tht written 
quest.  One clock will be located in Manhattan; one in the Bronx; one in 
Brooklyn and one in Queens. 
. - -  
Employees may continue to mail in requests, h~wever a clocked - in request will 
take pcctdeact ova a mail in request- 
It is understood that employees are not entitled to be paid for time used to 
request time off. 
It is uaderstood that Management's dctcmidon in granting time off pursuant 
to this provision is not subject to the grievance proccdurt. 
Docket Numbtrs for Sick Leaves 
Management agras to provide docket numbers whm RTO employees call in sick. 
This will prove timc of call. The Docket Number will be used for sick calls and 
for calls in and out of the boltst. 
It is understood that all other provisions of 52.6 of the collective bargaining 
agreement have full force and effect. 
Jury Duty 
Management agnts to a m d  52.8 of the cdoctive bargaining agreement for the 
Division of RTO only to allow mployee~ who art on jury duty but arc relieved 
fiom service to work this regular picked assignment while on juxy duty lea& with 
the following conditions: 
0 employees must notifjr the CAS with sufficient time to bave thc CAS schedule 
the cmployct. It is understood thiit no employee is entitled to work a tour that 
provides insufficient rest or violates the Dcpartmmt's hour of service rules; 
empllo~cs -- - must request to be placed in their rcguJar picked assignment. 
It is understood that all other provisions of 52.8 have MI f o ~  and effect. , L 
\ 
V. Creation of Committee to Study Recovery 
The parties agree to establish a committee that w i U  meet periodically to review 
and study issues involving tmninal rccovay time with the goal of reviewing 
the appropriateness of existing schedules. 
This 
It is undemtood that no additional release time will be uti1ize;d relating to this 
comrnjttec. 
agreement may not be entered into evidence dwing any intendbitration procedures on 
the contract to be effactive December 16,2002. . 
This Divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor a p m e n t  for the 
Transport WO&S U ~ O D ,  L&al100. 
For MTA-NYC T d t  
Division of Subways 
rtation Officer, RTO 
For Transport WorLcrs Union, Local 100 
- .  
> 
SECURITY - N Y n A  
In full settlement of all the issues raised by the Union p d  ~ana&%mt, the following has 
been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals. 
. Management will ellsun that TPPAk tseive appmpriate'trainhg regarding their 
duties during a heightened state of security. 
I.I 
. Current-AVA maximum of six (6) days' accrual will bc incmscd to tight (8) days for 
employees yith fifty percent (SW) or greater of their potential sick leave balance as 
hmin described. Commencing with the first ftll leave year following ratification of 
this agreement, employees who have taka six (6) days of sick leave or fewer in the 
prior leave year will bc permitted to accrue two (2) additional AVA days during the 
succeeding leave year. T h d e r ,  each year whm an employee uses six (6) or fewer 
sick leave days in the leave year, the employee will bc permitted to accrue two 
additional AVA days in the succeeding leave year up to a total accrual limit of ten 
(1 0) AVAs. This provision shall not apply to any cmploytt who did not accrue the 
full twelve (12) sick leave days in the leave year being reviewed. An employee who 
does not have the maximum number of AVAs in his/her bank will be allowed to 
replenish up to hisher maximum at any time. 
This Divisional package 8 subject to an entire agreement on a succtssor agrtement for 
the Transport Workers Union, Local 100. 
This agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration 
procedures on the contract to be effactive December 16,2002. 
For MTA-NYC Transit 
Division of Security 
L 
For Transport Workers Union, Local 100 
Neil Persaud Date 
Vice President, Car Equipment 
SECURITY - MaBSTOA 
P 
.- 
In fidl settlement of all the issues raked by the Union and Management, the following has 
been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals. 
w Each TPPA will be provided, without'cdst to themselves, approved safety work 
shoes. It is understood that these shoes are part of the uniform. 
* 
The parties agree that the Division of Security will select and assign extra list 
employees. 
This Divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for 
the Tranrp~rt Workers Union, Local 100. 
This agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration 
procedures on the contract to be effective December 16,2002. 
For M A - N Y C  Trarlsit , 
Division of Security 
- 
Chief of Security 
For Transport Workers Union, Local 100 
MaBSTOA . 
Vice President, MaBSTOA . 
Department of Buses 
Tmnsportation Division 
1. -3 
. .' 
ID full settlerne~t of all issues rnued by tbe pion and management, the following 
has been agreed to subject to tbe agreement of principals. 
1 .  The language in the contract concaning mn and work scheduling procedures for bus 
operaton shall be amended as follows: 
Whcn a new run or work scbtdulc is prepared, a copy thereof shall be given to the Union 
as soon as possible, and in no event less than hwnty (20) days prior to the date set forth 
as tht date on which it will be posted for pick. 
2. The number of AVA days wbich a Bus Operator in.MaBSTOA may bank in any given 
year will be increased from three (3) to four (4). 
3. The stand-time provision which applies to MaBSTOA but operator schedules will be 
applied to Tntnsit Authority bus operator schedules. 
'Ihis divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agrtknent for the 1 
Transport Workers Union, Locsl 100. 
This agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration 
procedures on the contract to be effective 16 December 2002. 
For MTA NYC Transit For Trmspo~orkm Union, Local 100, 
A d y W & / 6 -  Connie Friel 0 c 
Date 
Vice President, ~ ~ B S T O A  
Q New York City Transit Department of Buses 
Dccem ber 16,2002 . - 
. - 
Mr. Amin Khan 
Vice Wit, TA Sd' 
80 West End Avenue 
NewYodc,NY 10023 
Mr. nKwnas McKwwn 
Chairman TA Maintenance . 
80 Wqt End Avenue - 
New Yorlr, NY 1 0023 
Re: Central Worlc Crew 
Dear Messrs Khan and McKeown: 
This letter confms our agreement reached on I5 December 2002 rehting to the Division of 
Facilities in the Transit Aubrwity. " 
Prior to thc ncxt TA Plant and Eguipnent g d  pi* th W B  Division of Facilities 
will meet with the union to discuss the economic feasibility of creating a central work 
crew to perform S.O. functions on non-fixed eipipment. L.;k& 
Chief Facilities Officer 
Agreed: GG%7 1 4 7  
Amin Khan Date: I 
V 
Thomas McKeown Date: 
. . 
In full settlement of all the issws raised by tbe Union and Management, the following has been agreed - 
to subject to the approval of the principals. . ,. 
MOW - Power Distribution I . .  
. .-- 
. 
Current AVA maximum of 6 days' accrual will be increased to 8 days for employees with 50% or 
greater of their potential sick leave balance as hertin descni .  Commencing witb the first full leave 
year following ratification of thir agrremnt. empfoyacs wbo bave taken 6 days of sick lave or fewer in 
thc prior lave year will be permitted to accrue two additional AVA days during tbe succetding leave 
year. Thereafter, each year whcrc an ernployec uses 6 or fewer sick leave days in the kaviyear, the 
employee will be permitted to accrue 2 additional AVA days in tbe succteding kavt year up to a total 
accrual limit of 10 AVAs. This provis'i shall not apply to any employee who did not accrue a full 
twelve (12) sick leave days in tbe leave year being reviewed. 
The ~rovisions of 93.7L of the collective bargaining agrcemcnt -11 be made applicable to ~ l o y t e s  in 
Power Distniition. 
Employees arc required to call in to tbe field office 2 hours prior to tbe scheduled start time of RDO 
overtime to determine if it is cancelled. 'Iberc shall be no entitlenient to any minimum guarantee 
for employees who do not call in as descrii above. 
The parties agree to a om year pilot co~l~erning overtime distribution practices. hning tbe ont year 
pilot, where employees arc currently mvassed for overtime on tbe basis of strict rotation without 
regard to overall hours worked, such employees will during the life of tbe pilot be canvassed based on 
total accumulated overtime hours at tbc time of the canvass, with the employee with 
accumulated bours b t i  first canvassed. At tbc end of tbc one year period of canvassing in tbe manner 
described herein. either - 9 y  opt to d tbc p b t  aad fchun to tbe prior mew of canvassing. 
The parties will d i i  tbt ftasibility of introducing a Quarter Day Vacation Usage Program similar to * -  ' 
the pilot program agreed to in Power Group, based upon the success of the pilot in Power Group. 
For Power Distnition employees, Section 3.5(Q)(1) is kn~nded to read as follows: 'The Chairman, 
Power Distribution, will be fwnished with a aepartmental fist of hourly employee overtime of total 
hours worked the previous week. This list will be provided on a wctkly basis." . - 
This agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration procedures on the 
contract to be effective December 16,2002. 
This Divisional package is subject to an entire 
Workers Union. Local 100. 
the 
. . In full settlement of all the issues raised by the Union and Management, the following has been agreed 
to subject to the approval of the principals. 
MOW - Power Group /. 
.'- 
Current AVA maximum of 6 days' accrual will be increasd to 8 days for employees with 50% or 
greater of their potential sick leave balance as herein described. Commencing with the first full leave 
year following ratifntion of this agreement,.employees who have taken 6 days of sick leave or fewer in 
the prior leave year will be permitted to accrue two additional AVA days during the succeeding leave 
. year. Thereafter, each year where an employee uses 6 or fewer sick leave-days in the leave year, the 
employee will be permitted to accrue 2 additional AVA days in tbe succeeding leave year up to a total 
accrual limit of 10 AVAs. This provision shall not apply to any employee who did not accrue a full 
twelve (12) sick leave days in the leave year being reviewed. 
Quarter Day Vacation Usage Pilot Program: At tbe beginning of the leave year, each employee will 
be permitted to designate one (1) day of vacation to be broken up into quarter (114) days. Subject to a 
quota set by management, employees may, with a minimum of two days' writkg notice to management, 
elect to take such leave in quarter days during the last two hours of their regularly scheduled tour of 
duty. On any day, no more than two hours of leave will be approved, Employees who are approved to 
ake such leave during the last two hours of the tour of duty will be permitted to leave directly from the 
worksite. The above described pilot will continue for one full calendar year following ratification of the 
entire agreement. At the conclusion of that 0% calendar year, if per employee sick leave usage is not at 
least one day lower than at the end of the last calendar year, either party may, at its option, terminate 
the pilot. Upon termination of the pilot, unused quarter day vacation time will be cashed out. In the 
System Operation group'this may only be used when employees rotate onto.the day watch. 
The parties agree to establish a committee which will explore the feasibility of an alternate work week at 
Pitkin Yard. Such an alternate work week may consist of four days at ten hours per day. The labor 
management committee will identify issues and working conditions which may be affected by the 
alternate work week program. These include but are not limited to leave accrual and leave usage, 
overtime pay and regular days off. Prior to initiating such work program there must be a Stipulation of 
Agreement between New York City Transit and the Union. 
T& agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration procedures on the 
contract to  be effective December 16,2002. 
for the Transport 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100 
In full settlement of all the issues raised by the Union and Management, the following has been agreed- 
to subject to the approval of the principals. - ,  
MOW - Track 
Current AVA maximum of 6 days' accrual will be increased to 8 days!'.- ? 
Rodenticide: The Authority will create one (1) TKW Specialist job (Rodenticide) at the TKW Specialist 
rate. Such job will be a distinct job on a pick. Transit will provide training for licensing examinations 
for individuals who pick such job. Individuals who do not pass the~exaxqbtion shall reimburse Transit 
for tbe cost of the training. Employees must bk appropriately licensed to be eligible for these 
assignments. Individuals wb successfully pick and are licensed shall be locked in to the job for three 
(3) years. Nothing in this agreement shall be construed to limit the Authority' in assigning such work to 
other individuals as it has in the past. 
RDO Swap Pild - Liiden Sbop Fabrication: As soon as practicable based upon the Authority's 
ability to implement computer pmgrammhg to ensure compliance with FLSA requirements,.a pilot 
program will be established to permit RM) swaps among employees in Linden Shop Fabrication. It is 
understood that such swaps must be within the same Swrday - Saturday payroll week; employees must 
be on the same tour of duty; each employee must sign off on fonp provided by Authority; employees 
must give at least one payroll week prior notice or 7 day pre-switch notice, whichever is greater; 
management will pennit up to 2 swap events in one payroll week; failure to report for a swap 
assignment results in ban on future participation for one (1) year. It is expected that per employee sick 
leave usage at Linden Shop Fabrication will improve by one day over the year prior to the 
implementation of the pilot. The pilot shall continue for the term of the collective bargaining 
agreement. 
This agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitiation procedures on the J 
contract to be effective December 16,2002. 
This Divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the Transport 
Workers Union, Local 100. 
Acting Vice ~rksident 
Union, Local 100 
REVENUE PROCESSING COORDI~ATORS 
MEMORANDUM OF UND~RSTANDING 
- 
In W1 settlement of dl the issues raised by union and Management, the following har been 
agreed to by the parties subject to the approval of the principals: - 
1. The workweek for Revenue Pn>cessing Coordinators will be increased from 35 to 40 hours 
with a commensurate increase in pay. 
* 2. Revenue Processiing Coordinators will be allowed two 10 minute breaks per day. 
This Divisiod package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100. 
This agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration procedures on 
the contract to be effective December 16,2002. 
For MTA New Yo* City Transit F n  Workers Union, Lapl 1 00 
ihomas J. Savage Date 
Senior Vice President Vice President 
Department of MetroCard Operations 
. 
DIVISION OF STATIONS 
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDPIG 
. .- 3 
1 The $1.00 per hour AFC ~~~~tial tball be rolled into the base rate for all positions, now and in the f i m ~  
thdcu*~inlbcratt. - 
. . 
2. ststion A g e a ~  wbo ue pevinted h brviiy at least 23 minutes for hmcb will be allowed one-half hour exba 
pmy at their repjar ntc provided the lors of lunch time is proved to the s a W k t h  of rbc supaiatcodart. 
3. Managaneat a p e s  to'change the designrtioo %aiM C W n  to "Statioa Agent" wherever it rppeus in tbe 
contract. Howevu, it b undastood tbd such change will in no way cbangc the current meaning of the contract 
with regard to dmt title. 
. This agreement may not bc cntcrcd into widtnee during my intaest arbitration procedures on the conbad to be 
effeaive December 16; 2W2. 
For MTA New York C i  Ttansit F a  Transport Workm Union, Local 100 
Tbe Consolidated Electronic Shop at Woodside. 
P 
In full settlement of tbe issues raised by the Union and Man?gement, & following has k e n  
agreed to subject to the approval of the principals: 
The parties agree to amend the Agreement between the New York City Transit 
AuthorityfMaBSTOA and the Transport Workers Union, Local 100, dated December 1,1997, to 
include the amount of S 1.90 per hour paid to maintainers (beretofore paid as a differential) to be 
paid as par( of the base hourly rate effective upon full ratification of this G r n e n t .  
The parties also agree to amend the first paragraph of Section (7)o of tbe 1997 ~greement to 
have employees be able to pick their RDOs and shift. This amendment does not modify any 
other provisions of the 1997 agreement. 
This agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration procedures on 
the contract to be effective December 16,2002. 
This Divisional amendment is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the ' 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100.. 
For MTA New Yo& City Transit For Transport Workers Union, Local 100 
Memorandum of Understanding 
Division of Supply Logistics-Transit Authority 
In full settlement of all issues by the Union and Management, the following has been 
agreed to subject to the approval of the principals. 
I )  Coverage for holidays in Satellite Sto&rns not selected at the vacation pick 
will be selected by seniority by the following: - 
Railroad Stock Workers Level I1 selecting either Bus, Subways North or Subways 
South will select their holidays by overall seniority withineach of these three 
respective areas. Utility and Absentee Relief within these three areas will 
separately be used forcoverage at no additional cost to Management. 
If all Utility and Absentee Relief are utilized the junior RRSWIIs within each 
location will be assigned to holiday coverage at no additional expense to 
Management. 
2 )  Employees shall be permitted to accrue up to eight (8) AVAs. 
3) The vacation schedule shall be changed to coincide with the calendar year. 
This Divisional package is subject to an entire agreement o n a  successor agreement for 
the Transport Workers Union, Local 100. 
This agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration 
procedures on the contract to be effective Decerhber 16,2002. 
For NYC Transit For Transport Workers Union, Local I00 
% Division of Supply Logistics 
Edward J. Spellman Date 
Vice ~ r e s i d & t , ' ~ ~ u ~ ~ l ~  Logistics .Vice President 
... . 
@ New York City Transit 
December 15,2002 
Mr. John Samuelson, Acting Vice President,lMOW 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100 
80 West End Av&ue 
New York, NY 10023 
Re: New Technology Titles 
Dear Mr. Samuelson: 
%s letter will confirm that the parties agree that witbin two months of the fbll execution of 
the agreement, they will establish a wmmittte to review the development of different levels 
within & Telephone Maintainer and Signal Maintaker titles. Tbe Committee will discuss 
tht working wnditioos aad wage rates for the levels. Tht Committee will also rwiew the 
wage rates and working wnditions of the EEMs. Tbt Committee will meet for one month 
and seek to reach a mutually acceptable agreement. 
Michael ~ b h a d i  
Acting ST. Vice President, Subways 
cc: L. Reuter Agreed to by: 
@ New York city~r&it 
. . ._ 
k-&n,Vi&~a idcnt .  .,. 
Mr. Coanic Fiicl, Vice Prisideat. -. - - . .  
T& WodanUnion, Locsl100 
80 West End Avenue 
New Yo* New Yo* 10023' 
Re: Increase in Wcqpons IWdng  
This is to h our conversation that Management will inaarrc anuual weapons 
training/firing range timc for Collecting Agents'hm once a year to twice a year and will 
implement such traininghinge time iacrwse as soon as practicable. 
~ e t @ a d  Operations 
Agreed to: AW 
Department of Buses 
Maintenance Depr rtment 
In full settlement of d l  issues raised by the Union md Management, tbe f o l l o h g  bas 
been agreed to subject to tbe approval of the $rtneipds. 
1. The Authority agrees to expeditiously ~ ~ O C C S S  proven employee payroll disaepamies. 
2. In the event a maintemncc a n p l o y ~ i s  unable to be fitted with a work shoe by the v d o r  
providing shoes on Authority p r o m ,  the employct purchase a pair of ANSI certified 
work shoes and will be reimbursed, upon tbe submission of proof satisfactory to the Authority, 
in an amount not greater than tbe average amount which tbe Autbority pays for the shoe b that 
distribution year. The number of mabbhem eligible for this exixption will be capped at 10 
percent of the total DOB maintenance employees. If tbe necd for this exception reaches the 10 
percent level, the Autbority will review the matter to determine what problems, if any, which 
might exist and c a w  the high number of exceptions. Tht shoes distribution will take place 
during rhe third quarter. 
3. The reimbursement for stolen tools in section 5.2.M (3) and 6.4.L (3) will be increased h m  
S300.00 to S400.00. 
4 
' 4. The Authority will make a one-time payment to maintainers to purchase metric tools in the 
amou~t of $200.00. This payment will be to maintenance employee incumbents required to 
purchase metric tools who are in title as of 1 January 2003- Section 5.2.M(5) and 6.4.L (5 ) 
will be eliminated fiom the contract. 
5. Tbe Autbority will substitute the bib overalls and jacket specified in the 15 December 1999 
MOU with a 'Carhartt" Artic jacket or its equivalent. Tbe jacket will have reflective markings 
and New Yo& City Transit logos. The jackets will be distributed to DOB Maintenance 
' ~p loyees  on or before I October 2003. 
6. Maintenance employees assigned to training at m M T A  locations will be paid at their 
regular rate and for the tour of duty assigned on those training dates. Employees will receive 
travel allowance ppmgt  to policy instruction 6.7.5. 
7. The meal allowance will be increased to five dollars for the rnahtenance de-at of the< ' 
Department of Buses only. Tht Union waives the right to *eve any and ail past issues 
associated with emergency meal allowance in both tbe OA and TA. 
Department of Buses - Maintenance Department 
Pilot Program for Increasing Helper Maintainer Practical Skills 
. . 
In funherance of sound labor relations, either party can choose to terninate the program through 
notification in writing to the other. Such notice of tmination must be rpade at least thirty (30) days 
-.-) 
prior to the end of the year. Termination of the pilot project will not take Effect until the end of the 
period. Among the criteria to be considered in determining wfiether the pilot is continued are the 
impact on employee availability, overtime and increased productivity. 
The program would be designed to allow HM's &d MHB's to perform the functions of assisting 
maintainers to perform tire changes both in the depot and on the road, winter operations (fire watch) 
* 
and fire-watch (welder). 
Helpers performing these functions will be paid a premium of $.SO per hour while performing these 
functions. 
The individuals would be trained in the performance of these fbnctions and any equipmen1 needed 
for these 
will be eligible to 
participate in the 
The parties agree to meet and discuss expansion of this program to increase employee eligibility, 
This Divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the 
Transport Workers Union, Local 100. 
This agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration procedures 1 
on the contract to be effective December 16,2002. 
DEPARTMEKT OF BUSES 
CURRENT TOOL LlUT 
. 3 EA \&W~QUME DRM: 3 Dltf NSONU 3,b AND 10" S19.M C R A F T W  ~43366  
I EA 1318' SQUARE DRM 1~ FLEX HANDLE t10.79 CRAnSFMN. 44303 i' 
. o EA. 3# SQUARE DRM: 8 PT DEEP ~OCUETS M .7m0 m o o  CMW . w 3 o  
u SQUARE DRM: RMRSIDLE n m n n  s 16.90 cww . 44000 
1 '€A W S O U A R l  DRNIE: U N M R W  JOINT SP,W C M Z W N  .US6 
2 EA l& SOUARE D M  12PT. SOCKEM 1R TO 1' $24.99 C R A n S W N  NON SET 
u ir SQUARE DM: SOCKETS 12 PT. m i =  DEEP $63.oi ICRAFTSW NON s n  
3 1 M Iff SQUARE DRM; 3 EXTENSIONS 3,8,10m 1 1 9 . 9 9 ( ~ ~ ~  43283 I 
- 1 I €A I l r  SQUARE DRME: 16: ELEX 123.99 cPA?Tw :a201 - 
_ 1 I €A I l r  SQUARE DRM: R M R 8 W . E  RATCHO $21.99 C R A F T W  44809 
1 1 eA. Ilfl SQUARE DRM: UNMRSAL JOINT $1 1.09 C R L I F T W .  U 2 L  
20 fk IjsrANMRD HEX KEY WRENCHES I $10.99 CMFISWN 18813 
16 
€A. 8 I. COM8INATK)N WRE NCH SET In 1 114' $69.99 C W B W  46889 
6 eA. LONO BOX END WRENCHES YW1161U1OXl' $06.46 C M F T S W N  45926,43918,43943,43929,41928,43922 
3 €A WORT BOX END WRENCHES Y8Xl l lbMX314'  $IO.OO]CRA~TW 45860,43801.43D05 
, 6 €A 6 PECE PUNCHANDCHLOEL S O  SI~.OO)CRAFTSMO~ 
4 ' EA SLorTEO SCREYVDRP&RS $ ~ ~ . O ~ ~ C W T S M A W  - 41683,41664, 41s78,41506 L 
1 M 1 C  ROWNO WPDOE PRY M U  $9.99 CRAlrTSM4N. 4283 
1 . u 12 02. mLL  P r n w A W m  114.99 C R A F T W  30464 
1 . E4 M A C K S W W l l H  W f M W E B  14.99 C R A F T W  3667,86862, 30131 
1 1 I M 10' LON0 NOSE PLIERS I t 1 4 . 0 9 1 C R A F T ~  46102 I 
1 I €A I M O R l P r  I 
4 I €A. ~CME NUT WRENCHES 118 X 7/10, IN(Oll6, MX11118 AND 3 4  I ~ 2 2 . o o l c l w r ~  . ~ 1 9 6  
~ l 9 . w  CRN%%~G. 4196 
2 €A ADJUSTMCL WRENCH I AND I T  $41.08 C M W  4403,44846 
2 u PILLIPS SCREWDRNERS LI AND n $7.40 CRAFTSMU. 41204,41146 
1 '€A 220 L U M P W E R  $19.99 C R M T W  - 38202 I 
1 €A TOOLBOXAJ4DTRAY $49.99 CRAFTShMN 
8. The Authority will increase the permitted number or accrued AVA days for OA 
maintenance employees to four (4) per annum. 
/. 
.- 
. 
This Divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for 
the Transport Workers Union, Local 100. 
This agreement may not be entered into kidence during any interest arbitration 
procedures on the contract to be effective December 16,2002. . 
For MTA-NYC Transit - Department of Buses 
John P. Walsh, Chief Maintenance Officer 
--  
0 r  ~&es / Lynch. ~ i r e &  of Maintenance, 
Thomas Lenane, Chairman, Mtce., MaBS'P'OA/ 
ATTACHMENT A 
d gXPENSE LIMITS: MEALS. LODGING AND PERSONAL AYTOMOBlLm 
/. 
MEALS WHILE IN TRAVEL STATUS: PER DIEM ALLOWWE$ ' *. 
Pomestlc T t a a  
- 
. - 
A per diem meal allowance of S40.CJC-b allowed fdr an entire day whOe in travel status. 
For less than a full day wMle In~revei status, the per dlem allowance b allocated es 
follows: - 
Breakfast $10.00 Prfor to 8:00 AM After 8:00 AM 
Dinner $30.00 Prlorto6:OOPM After 8:00 PM 
~t is the p o ~ b  of ihe ~vthority that IUWI oxpenres ww in treve~ itatus ~ I I  remain ttw 
obligation of the employee. An employee who has been Included in a burrinow meal for 
whlcir reirnbursemerrt is m ~ h t  under the employee expense policy is not eligible far a per 
diem allow8nce for the same meal. 
A per diem allowance for e sQecitic fmlgn destination, a6 set by the US. Stat8 
Deparbnent, b allowed for meda and brddentals. Rates are avanable from the MTA New 
Yo* City T r a M  Controtler't DMslon or from the webdte: hwJhrvuMl.state. 
govEMNWIperdiemsl 
Receipts for per dlem allowances are not required. 
BUSINESS MUILS 
Aduaf, but reamable. 
(The cost of alcohoiic beverages is not telrnbunable.) 
LODGING (Hotel8 end Motels) 
-- -- 
All travel e ents for lod$ng must be made thmgh the Authority's travel 
NYC TMU= the U.S. State Depment Per Dbmatlawanco for lodging at ' 
domestic and fwelgn locations. ExcepUons require approval of the Contder- 
OTHER 
/ 
Valet Chams flaundw. dw deanfna). 
Domestic Travel Actual, after thkd day in travel status. 
Foreign Travel indudcd In foreign per dlern allowance, not reimbursr ble reperotely. 
NEW YORK CITY W N S K  AUTHORI'fY , 
POUCY INSTRUCTWN 
2.0 PURPOSE 
7.0 DISCUSSION - Just#icrtkn to Attend - Carfcccnctr, Scrnlnrrn or TraMng 
J u s t s a t h b o T n ~  - Pmjaa$hagmmt 
Group Tnva 
Confcc~ncb8 
8.0 PROCEWRE - Pmp. of the Authorttltbn fix Trawl& Seminu ~ t ! m ' ~ m  28-31 
L 
9.0 PROCEDURE Steps for AUwdhg Conferences, bernkrur; or Tmbdng, 31-33 
nom ouwde rn* A-
10.0 PROCEDURE - Steps for Trawling on PmJed Management B u r h s s  33-35 
11.0 PROCEWRE- Repding and Processing Travel& Business Expanses 36-37 
12.0 PROCEDURE - Erclptkru 
EXPENSE 
P 
LIMITS: AUTOMOBILE 
MIL€AGE ALLOWANCE 
32.5 cents per mite h e  
mis rate, as calculated, indudes costs for depredation, gasonne, all 
mafntenance and repain, end ~ ~ ) .  
PARKING AND TOLLS 
P a m  end tolls are rebnbursaMe at actual cost. 
TRAFFIC CHECKERS 
-. 
. . 
1. JOB DESCRIPTION 
The Traffic Checker job assignmentsshall include additional duties such as 
guide-a-ride signage updates, Subway c&orner infomation center updates, and other 
hc t ions  that the parties may determine. 
- 
2. FULL-TIME TRAFFIC CHECKERS 
a As soon & practical afta I 1 1  ratification of this agreement, a full-ti& Traffic 
Cbecker title will be established with a minimum -tie of thirty-five (35) scheduled 
hours per week. The duties and rtspomiiilities of tht fidl-time title will be 
interchangeable with those of the part-time Traffic Checker title. The rate of pay will be 
the top rate of the part-time Traffic Checker title. 
b. Sixty (60) full-time Traff~c Checkers will be appointed. Appointments will be 
phased in at a minimum of twenty (20) in each year over the three (3) year period. 
Appointment to the firll-time Traffic Checker title will follow the following procedures: 
Employees b m  the part-time Traffic Checker title will be given an opportunity to 
express a preference for a I11-time psition. From that prefefc~lce xpression, a seniority 
list will be created. In seniority order, management will make its selection based upon 
the employee's work record. -If NYC Transit chooses not to select an individual, the 
union may ask for a review with management. To be eligible for appointment to the full- 
time title an employee must have completed one year of service as a part-time Traffic 
Checker. Date of appointment to the I11-time position will be the hire date to the 
Authority. 
c. An employee appointed to the full-time title may carryover unused vacation 
hours h m  the part-time title. Vacation pay will continue to bb qqput@as 1/52." of the 
prior year earnings. Future vacation and terminal leave will follow &e pro~sions for 
other full-time MaBSTOA hourly employees. 
L 
d. The holiday provisions for Ill-time Traflic Checkers will be the same as other 
fill-time hourly MaBSTOA employees with the following exceptions: When an 
employee is not assigned to work on an observed holiday, and is othenvise eligible for 
holiday pay,-thepayment shall be computed on seven (7) hours per day. If the employee . 
is required to work on the observed holiday, the number of hours to be banked as AVA or 
paid as extra holiday pay shall be seven (7) burs. ---% Y \ 
c. An employee appointed to the full-time title may carry over h m  the part-time 
tidq Mused sick leave time on an hour for hour basis. Sick leave for full-time Traffic 
~ h e a e r s  will be accrued on a basis of seven (7) hours per day at the same number of 
days as other full-time MaBSTOA employees. The number of hours paid for a sick day 
shall be the smaller of the balance available or the number of scheduled work hours for 
that day. A11 other sick leave provisions shall follow those of other fdl-time hourly 
MaBSTOA employees. 
/ . .  
. .+. 
f. Full-time Traffic Checkers shall receive all other leave provisions of lll-time 
bourly MaBSTOA employees except that the number of hours per day, where applicable, 
shall be seven (7) hours. 
s 
. - 
g. Full-time Tiaffic Checkers will receive the same health and pension benefits as 
other MI-time hourly MaBSTOA employees. . 
h. Fdl-time T*c Checkers shall be granted a paid lunch period of thirty (30) 
minutes on every day when.actual work time exceeds six (6) hours. 
i. Full-time Traffic Checkers required to work in excess of forty (40) hours in 
one payroll week will be entitled to pay at one and one-half times hidher regular rate of 
pay- 
3. WORK ASSIGNMENTS 
a. Part-time Traffic Checkers shall be scheduled for no less than the following 
hours per quarter: First year of the agreement - no less than 100 hours per quarter, 
second year of the agreement - no less than 150 hours per quarter, third year of the 
agreement and tbereafier - no less than. 195 hours per quarter. 
b. The frozen group provisions of tbe pick procedures shall be eliminated for all 
specialid groups. The PES Group side letter agreement dated September 14,1996 shall 
be rescinded. 
c. Within a reasonable period of time, the department will develop a pilot 
program to enable employees to pick up their work assignmtnts on a biweekly basis. 
Management will make reasonable efforts to print landmarks and bathroom locations on 
the work assignments. 
d Management shall continue to research and test pilot programs which have a 
goal of enswing a fair allocation of base assignments to those employees with the most 
seniority and which address an equitable distribution of extra work. 
4. PART-TME-TRAFFIC CHECKER WAGE RATES 
Part-time Traffic Checkers appointed on or after ratifntion shall be subject to the, ' 
following wage progression: 
Entrance 85% 
19* Month 90% 
3 1 ~ ~ 0 ~ 1 t h  100% 
5. NYC TRANSIT PASSES 
NYCT Employee Picture Identification Cards (EPIC) will k issued to Traffic 
Checkers on their first day of work. I. .+ - 
6. This departmental package is subject to an entin agreement on a successor agreement 
for the Transport Workers Union, Local 100. 
- 
7. Shis agreement may not be entend into evidence during any interest arbitration 
procedures on the contract to be effective ]jcccmba 15,2002 - 
Executive Vice President President . 
MTA New York City Transit Transport Workers Union, 
Local 100 
Division of Ctu Equipment 
La 
M)'d E S : L ' I £ G O Z ~  qaj  T6SP-9Z8-ZTZ: XP j 


APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
Title (code) 
Apprentice* 
Electrical (988). Mechanical (9891, 
S t~c tu ra l  (994) 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
Bru Operator 1141.325,326:266,608.609,684I 
Appdnted Prior to 4/1/1980 
for Provisionale Entrance 
After 6 months 
for Permanents Entrance 
After 6 months 
After 12 month 
Appdnted on or After 4/1/1980 and Riw to 7/1/1985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appointed on or After 7/1/1985 and Prior to 5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Appointed on or Atmr 5/15/1392 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Cbaner 133S.383:217.2lS) 
Appointed Prior to 411 11 980 
for Provisionds 
for Permanents 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appointed on or After 4/1/1980 and Prior to 7/1/1985 
-_ ___ Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appointed on or after 7/1/05 end Prior to 4/29/1988 
Entrance 
2nd yeer 
3rd year 
4th year 
Appointed on or after 4/29/1988 
Titk Icode) 
APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year - 
Colledng Awnt  - Exdudiig Mabetoa (236,405967) 
Appointed Prior to 4/1/1980 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appointed on or Atter 4/1/1980 and Prior to 7/1/1985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rdyear 
3 1 st month 
Appdnted on or Atter 7/1/1985 and Prior to 5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Appdntod on or after 5/15/1992 and R k r  to 2/29/2000 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Appointed on or after 212912000 
Cdkcting Agent-Mabetor Only (258) 
Appointed Prior to 4/1/1980 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appdnted on or After 4/1/1980 and Rior to 7/1/1985 
-- .- Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
3 1 st month 
'Appointed on or Atter 7/1/1985 end Rior to 5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Appointed on or aher 5/15/1992 
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APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Conduaw 1412.41 3) 
Appointed Prior to 4/1/1980 
for Prov is io~ l  Appointees Entrance 
for Permanents 81 Prov Promotees Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appointed on or After 411 11 980 and Prior to 71111 985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
3 1 st month 
Appointed on or A th r  7/111985 and Prior to 5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Appointed on w After 5/16/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Conduaorjn-Charw, height Trains I41 1) 
Entrance & Max 
Electronic Specialkt 1270:372) 
for Provisionds 
for Permanents 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appointed on or A t t u  4/1/1980 and Prior to 7/1/1985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appointed on or After 7/1/1985 and Prior to 5/15/1932 
Entrance 

APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Maintaimr 
Power 'B" (6871, Signal (79 1) 
for Provieionels 
for Permanents 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Maintaimr. Electronic Equip (441;103) 
Entrance & Max 
Maintsinsr , Power Cabk 1681) 
for Provisionals 
for Permanents 
Maintaimr, Power Didbut ion (883) 
for Provisionais 
for Permanents 
Maintainor, Power 'kbctronit (686) 
for Provisionals 
for Permanents 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Maintaimr, Rovenun Equipment 
1 (499;260). 11 (502;261) 
Entrance 81 Max 
Maintairmr Trainee 
Stgnal (936). Structure 'Ag (822). 'BW(825). 
'C' (827), "0' (833),"E'(823) 
Appointed Ria to 4n 11 980 
Entrsnca 
After 4 months 
After 8 months 
After 1 year 
Appointed on or After 4/1/1380 and Rior to 7/111985 
Entrence 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
3 1 st month 
APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
Appointed on or After 7/1/1985 and Prior to 5/16/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Appointed on or After 6/16/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Maintaimr Trainoo. CIM I3561 
Appointed Rior to 4/1/1980 
1 -year Training Period 
18-month Training Period 
2-year Training Period 
Entrance 
After 4 months 
After 8 months 
After 1 war 
Entrance 
After 6 months 
After 12 month 
After 16 month 
After 18 month 
Entrance 
After 6 months 
After 12 month 
After 18 month 
After 2 years 
Appointed on or After 411 11 980 and Rior to 711 11 985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
3 l s t  month 
Appointad on or After 7/1/1985 and Prior to 511511392 
Entrence 
2nd year 
-c -_ 3rd year 
4th year 
Appointed on or After 5/1511992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Maintainor's k lpe r  'Bw I6161 
Appointed Plior l o  411 11 980 
for Provisional Appointees Entrance 
for Permanents & Prov Promotees Entrance 
2nd Year 
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APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
Appointed on or After 411 11 980 and Prior to 711 11 985 
Entrance 
.7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31 st month 
Appoinwd on or After 7/1/1985 and Prior to 5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Appointed on or After 511511992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Railroad Stock Worker 1 (442,728,976) 
Stock Worker's Assistant (1 05) 
Appointed Prior to 711/1!+05 
'Note C' 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
5th Year 
Spec Assign 
Appointed on or After 7/1/1985 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
'Note C' Spec Assign 
Railroad Stock W d e r  11 (7481 
Stock Worker (819) 
-* -__ 
'Note C' 
Railroad Track Cbarwr (725,981) 
Appointad Prior to 41111 980 
for Provisio~ls 
for Permanents 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Spec Assign 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appointed on or After 4/1/1980 and Prior to 7/1/1985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
$ 
16.3900 
17.4825 
18.5750 
19.6675 
20.7600 
21.8525 
15.2975 
17.4825 
19.6675 
21.8525 
15.2975 ' 
16.3900 
18.5750 
21.8525 
20.8175 
21.3400 
21.8225 
22.3325 
22.7850 
23.7975 
15.9500 
18.2275 
20.5075 
22.7850 
23.7975 
24.0100 
24.4600 
24.9375 
25.4725 
25.8375 
20.4575 
20.9650 
21.4225 
1 6.0675 
17.1375 
18.2100 
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HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
Title {code) 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appointed on of After 7/1/1985 and Prior to  5/16/1992 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Appdnted on or After 5/16/1992 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Station Agent AFC (813. 977) 
Appdnted Wor to 4/1/1980 
for Provisional Appointees Entrance 
for Permanents 81 Prov Promotees Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appointed on or After 4/1/1980 and Prior to 7/1/1985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appdnted on or After 7/1/1985 and M o r  t o  5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Appointed on or After 5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Station Agent NonAfC (242) ' 
Appointed Prior to  4/1/1980 
for Provisiond Appointees Entrance 
for Permanents & Prov Promotees Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appointed on or After 4/1/1980 and Prior to  7/1/1985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
3 1 st month 
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HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
Appointed on or After 7/1/1985 and Prior to  5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Appointad on or After 5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Technidan. Power El.ctronic 1682) 
Appointed Prior to 4/1/1980 
for Provisional Appointees Entrance 
for Permanents & Prov Promotees Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appointed on or After 4/1/1980 and Prior to  7/1/1985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd Year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appointed on a A f t a  7/1/1985 and Ria to  5/16/1992 
Entrence 
2nd Yeer 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Appdnted on a After 5/15/1992 
Entrance 
. . 2nd Year 
3rd Yeer 
4th Year 
Tower Op.rator 191 01 
Appointed R i a  t o  41111980 
Entrence 
2nd Year 
-L -._ 
Appdnted on or After 411 11 980 and Prior to 711 11 985 ' 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd Year 
19th month 
3rd year 
3 1 st month 
Appointed on or After 7/1/1985 and Prior to 5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
APPENDIX A 
HOURLY RATES OF PAY HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
Tile (codel 
Appointed on or After 511511992 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Yeer 
4th Year 
Trackworker 1768.9121 & Construction nagger 1387) 
Appointad Rior to  41111980 
for Provisionsls Entrance 
for Permanents Entrance 
2nd Year 
for Provisionals & Permanents Spec Assign (91 
Appointed on or After 41111980 ond Rior to 71111986 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd Yeer 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Spec Assign (91 
Appointed on or Attar 7/1/1986 and Prior to 511511992 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Yeer 
4th Year 
Spec Assign (91 
Appointed on or After 5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Yeer 
Spec Assign (91 
Traffic Checker - Full Tim18821 Entrance & Max 
Traffic Checker - Part Tim(876) 
Appointed Prior to  113[112063 Entrance & Max 
Appointed on d A i t 6 ~ 1 3 0 t Z 0 0 3  
Entrance 
19th Month 
3 1 st Month 
Train Oporator (650,651,909) 
EntrencbRoed 
Af t  231 days4 
Entranceyard 
2nd Year-Yard 
T i a n d  Elootrical Hotper 
Electronic Equipment (T02). Elevator & Escal IT051 
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HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
Light (T03). Power Distribution (T06). Signals (TO1) 
Telephone (T08). Vent & Drain (T04) 
Appointed Prior to 4/1/1980 
for Provisional Appointees Entrancs 
for Permanents & Prov Promotees Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appointed on a After 4/1/1980 and Ria  to 7/1/1985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appointed on or After 7/1/1985 and Prior to 5/15kl992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Appointed on or After 5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Tranoit O.ctrid Hew Pomr IT071 
Appointed Rior to 4/1/1980 
for Provisiond Appointees Entrence 
for Permanents 81 Prov Promotees Entrance 
2nd Year 
. Apychtad on or After 4/1/1980 and Prior to 7/1/1385 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appointed on a After 7/1/1965 and Rior to 5/15/1992 
- _ _ _  Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Appointed on or After 5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Transit Property Protection Agent (726;945) 
Appointed Prior to 411 11 980 
for Provisionals Entrance 
$ 
20.8750 
21.3650 
21.8525 
16.3900 
17.4825 
18.5750 
19.6675 
20.7 600 
21.8525 
15.2975 
17.4825 
19.6675 
21.8525 
15.2975 
16.3900 
18.5750 
21.8525 
20.8750 
21.3650 
22.3575 
16.7675 
17.8850 
1 9 .OOW 
20.1 225 
21.2400 
22.3575 
15.6500 
17.8850 
20.1 225 
22.3575 
15.6500 
16.7675 
19.0050 
22.3575 
19.6075 
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HOURLY RATES OF PAY - HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
for Permanents Entrance & Max 
Appdntad on or After 4/1/1980 and Prior to 7/1/1985 
Entrance - 
7th month 
2nd Year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appdnted on or After 7/1H985 and Prior to 5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Appointed on or Aftor 6/16/1992 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
NOTES: 
* A *  : For Mechanical Meintainer "C" (637) who are assigned to the Division of Car Equipment. 
*B* : For Mechanicd Meintmner 'C" (637) who are not assigned to the Division of Car Equipment. 
*C' :To be paid for each hour that employee actually operates one of the heavy-duty cranes at either the 
Atlantic Avenue or 207th Street Storeroom. 
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ANNUAL RATES OF PAY - SALARIED EMPLOYEES 
Titb (Code) 
Office Aide 1 (806) 
Office Aide 111 (803) 
Revmue Pmcos~hg Coord'ruto~ 1 (305) 
Revonue Processing COOtdiMtor 11 (079) 
Senior Cbrk (721) 
Smior Keypunch Opmtor  (724) 
Appoint4 Riw to 4/1/80 
Appointed On or A f t u  4/1/60 but Riw t o  7/1/85 
Appointed On or After 7/1/85 but Prior to  5/15/92 
Appointed On or A f t r  5/15/92 
-- -- 
S m b r  Tabulator Operator (722) 
Technical Support Aid. IA (8741 
Technical Support Aide IB (872) 
Technical Support Aide 11 (873) 
Technical Support Aide 111 (87 1 1 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
10th month 
3rd year 
3 1 st month 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th yew 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
5 
25,062 
30,343 
26,899 
35,301 
27.918 
36,169 
62.1 66 
64,266 
67,372 
70,680 
31,742 
42,633 
26,496 
28,262 
30,029 
31,796 
33,662 
36.328 
24,730 
28,262 
31,796 
36,328 
24,730 
26,496 
30,029 
36,328 
33,000 
43,466 
26,939 
33,176 
29,036 
37,6 16 
32.168 
46.31 3 
36,370 
48,282 
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ANNUAL RATES OF PAY - SALARIED EMPLOYEES 
Minimum 28,341 29,191 30,067 
Maximum 36,036 37,117 38,23 1 
Minimum 26,010 26,790 27,694 
Maximum 32,033 32.994 33,984 
Minimum 28,036 28,877 29,743 
Maximum 36,322 37.41 2 38.634 
Minimum 31,061 31,993 32.963 
Maximum 43,764 46,067 46.41 9 
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APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL HOURLY RATES OF PAY 
HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
Appronticos 
Electrical (988). Mechanical (9891, 
S t ~ c t u r a l  (994) 
Bus Opomtor (141,325,326;268,808,809,684) 
Appointad Rkr t o  4/1/1980 
for Rovisionals 
for Permanents 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
Entrance 
After 6 months 
Entrance 
After 6 months 
After 12 months 
Appointad on or Af tw 4/1/1980 and Rior to 71111985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31 st month 
Appointad on w A f t r  7H11985 and Prior to  511511992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Appdntod on or A f t r  5/15/1992 
Clwnw (339,389;217,219) 
Appointed Prbr to  4/1/1980 
for Rovisionals 
for Permanents 
-L .-- 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year a 
Appaintd on or Af tw 4/1/1980 and Prior to 71111985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appointd on or aftor 7/1/85 and Prior t o  511511992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL HOURLY RATES OF PAY 
HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
Titk (cod.) 
Appointed on or a t t r  511 511 992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd yeer 
4 th  year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appointed on or  A f t r  41111980 and Prior t o  7tlH985 
Entrance 
7 th  month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appointad on w A t t r  71111985 and Prior to 5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Appahted on or aftr  511 511 992 and Prior t o  212912000 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th yeer 
Collecting Agant-Msbstoa Only (258) 
Appointed P& t o X l l H 9 8 0  
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4 th  year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appointed on w A h r  41111980 and Rkr t o  71111 985 
Entrance 
7 th  month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appointed on  or Aftor 71111985 and Prior t o  5/15/1992 
Entrance 
- 2nd year 
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NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL HOURLY RATES OF PAY 
HOURLY RAT ED EMPLOYEES 
Appoimd on or after 511 511992 
Conductor (41 2.41 3) 
Appointd Prior t o  411 11 980 
for Provisional Appointees 
for Permanents & Rov Romotees 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
A p p o h t d  on or After 4/1/1980 and Rior t o  7/1/1985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year - 
19th month 
3rd year 
3 1 st month 
AppoLrtd on or A f t r  7/1/1985 and Rior t o  5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Appointed on or After 511 511992 
Ekctronic SpecLSrt l270;372) 
for Provisionsls 
for Perzanerifs 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance & Max 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appo i r td  on or After 411 11 980 and Prior t o  71111 985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL HOURLY RATES OF PAY 
HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
Tik (cod.) 
3rd year 
31st month 
A p p d n t d  on or A f t r  7/1/1985 and Prior to 5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
APp0im.d on or A f t r  5/15/1992 
Inspoctor, Car "A"1255),"B"13411 
tor Rovisionals 
for Permanents 
Inspoctor, Rood Car (734) 
Appointd R b r  to 4/1/1960 
for Provisional Appointees 
for Permanents & Rov  Romotees 
A p p o h t d  on or A f t r  411 11980 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance & Max 
Entrance & Max 
Maintrhu 
Bus "A' (320). "B" (321). "B" El Tech (3231, 
Body (101 ), Chassis 11 00). Electro-Mech Elev (T26). 
Electro-Mech HVAC(T271, Electro-Mech Vent (1261, 
Farebox (102). Light (6061, Mechanical "C" (637) * Note B *. 
Plant & Equipment (1 06). P&E Electrical (1  181, 
P&E Plumbing (1 19). P&E Carpentry (1 20). 
P&E Masonry ( 12 1 ) 
Structure (667). "A" (816). "8" (816). "C" (8171, 
"D" (818). "En (8191, "F" (8201, "G" (821). 
Telephone (9i)6), Telephone Cable (9041, 
Track Equipment (884). Turnstile (932) 
for Provisionals 
for Permanents 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Maintainor 
Car '8" (360). "C" (3511, 
Mechanical "C' (637) ' Note A' 
for Provisionals 
for Permanents 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
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NIGHT DlWtRENTlAL HOURLY RATES OF PAY 
HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
fhk (cod.) 
Maimt.inw 
Power "B' (687). Signal (791) 
for Rovisionals 
for Permanents 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Maht.mmr, Eloctrnnic Equip (44 1: 103) 
Entrance & Max 
M>int.inor, POWH Cabk (681 ) 
for Rov is io~ ls  
for Permanents 
Maintainor, Pown Dbtrbution (683) 
for Rovisionals 
for Permanents 
Maintainor, P o w r  O.aronic (681)) 
for Rovisionals 
for Permanents 
Maintaimn, Revmu. Equipment 
1 (499;260), 11 (602;261) 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Entrance & Max 
Maintainr Tminao 
Signal (9961, Structure 'A' (822). "B'(826). 
'C' (8271, "$(8331,*~'(823) 
Appointd Rior to 41111980 
Entrance 
After 4 months 
After 8 months 
After 1 year 
Appointmi on or A f t r  41111380 and Rior to 71111 985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31 st month 
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NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL HOURLY RATES OF PAY 
HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
Appointed on or A t t r  711 11 985 and Prior to 511 511992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Appdntd on or A f t r  6/15/1992 
Maintahr Tmhoo, Car 13561 
App0irt.d Rbr to 4/1/1980 
1 -year Training Period 
1 &month Training Period 
2-year Training Period 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
After 4 months 
After 8 months 
After 1 year 
Entrance 
After 6 months 
Atter 12 months 
Atter 16 months 
After 18 months 
Entrance 
After 6 months 
After 12 months 
After 18 months 
After 2 years 
Appointd on or Aftw 41111980 and Prior to 711H986 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appointd on-& A& 71 111985 and R k r  to S l l  SIl992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Appohtd on or A f t r  61 1 511 992 
~ . i m c r i . r * ~  .lpw -B- Ittie) 
Appointd P~ior  to 411 11 980 
for Provisional Appointees 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 1.2082 
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NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL HOURLY RATES OF PAY 
HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
Title (coda) 
for Permanents & Prov Promotees Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appdntad on or Attw 4/1/1980 and Rior t o  7/1/1985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd yeer 
19th month 
3rd year 
31et month 
Appointed on or Attw 7/1/1985 and Rior t o  5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd yeer 
4th year 
Appointed on or A h r  511 511 992 
bitocld Stock W d w  1 (442,728,978) 
Stock Worker's Assistent (1 06) 
Appointed Ria t o  7/1/1985 
'Note C' 
Appointd on or Aftw 711H985 
'Note C' 
-. _*_ 
Railrod Stock W d w  11 (7481 
Stock Worker (819) 
'Note C' 
R a h d  Tmck C k n r  (725,981 ) 
Appointed Rior t o  4/1/1980 
for Provisionals 
for Permanents 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
6th Year 
Spec Assign 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Spec Assign 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Spec Assign 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL HOURLY RATES OF PAY 
HOURLY RATED, EMPLOYEES 
Title (code1 
Appointed on or After 4/1/1980 and Rior to 7/1/1985 
Entrance 
- 7 th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appointad on or Af tu  71 11 1985 and Prior to 51 151 1992 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4 th  Year 
Appointed on or A h u  511 511992 
Station Agent AFC (813, 977) & NonAFC (2421 
Appointed Rior to 4/1/1980 
for Provisional Appointees 
for Permanents & R o v  Promotees 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4 th  Year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appoimd on or Attar 4 I l l l98O and Rior to 711 11985 
Entrance 
7 th  month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appointed on or At tu  71111985 and Prior to 5115H992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4 th  year 
-C .-- 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd yebr 
4 t h  year 
Technkfan, P o w r  Electronic 1682) 
Appointad Prior to 41111980 
for Provisional Appointees 
for Permanents & Prov Promotees 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appointad on or After 4/1/1980 and Prior to 7/1/1985 
Entrance 
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NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL HOURLY RATES OF PAY 
HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
7th  month 
2nd Year 
1 9 th  month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appointed on or Attar 71 11 1985 and Prior to 511 51 1992 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4 th  Year 
Appohtd  on or Attar 5/15/1992 
Towar Opomtor (9101 
Appdntod Prior to  411 11 980 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4 th  Year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appointed on w Attw 41111980 and Rior to 7/1/1985 
Entrance 
7 t h  month 
2nd Year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31 st month 
Appointd on or A h w  71111985 and Rkr to 5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4 th  Year 
Appointdon or A h w  611511992 
Entrance 
2nd Yea1 
3rd Year 
4 th  Year 
Trackworlrw (758,9121 8 Conrtruclion Fbggw 13871 
Appointed Riar to 41111980 
for Rovisionals Entrance 
for Permanents Entrance 
2nd Year 
for Rovisionals & Permanents Spec Assign (91 31 
Appohtd on or A h r  411 11 980 and Prior to 71 11 1985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd Year 
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NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL HOURLY RATES OF PAY 
HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
19th month 
3rd year 
31 st month 
Spec Assign (9131 
Appointed on or Ahw 71111985 and hior  to 511511992 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Spec Assign (91 3) 
Appointed on or Ahw 5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 
Spec Assign (91 31 
1 Traffic Checker - Ful Tmo(882) Entrance & Max 
TmWic Checker - Pan Timo(876) 
Appointed Prior to 113012W3 Entrance & Max 
I Appointed on or A h w  1/30/2W3 Entrance 
19th Month 
31st Month 
Entrance-Road 
Aft 231 days-Road 
Entrance-Yard 
2nd Year-Yard 
Tmnsh Electrical Hdpsr 
Electronic Equipment (T021, Elevator & Escal (TO61 
Light (T031, Power Distribution (T061, Signals (TO11 
Telephone (TO%), vent & Drain (TO41 
Appointed PIM to 41111 980 
for Provisional Appointees Entrance 
for Permanents & Rov Promotees Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appointed on or A h u  41111 980 and Prior to 71111 985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appointed on or Aftw 7/1/1985 a d  Pmr to 511 511 992 
APPENDIX C 
NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL HOURLY RATES OF PAY 
HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Appointad on or A f t u  511511992 
Transit E h t k a I  H.lp.r P o w r  (TO71 
A p p d m d  Rior to  4/1/1980 
for Provisional Appointees 
for Psrmanents & Rov  Romotees 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
Appo imd on or After 411 11 980 and Prior t o  71111 985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
1 9th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Appohtd on a A f t r  7/1/1985 d Rior t o  5/15/1992 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Appointed on a A t r r  51 1511 992 
Transk Proparty Protactkm Agmn (726;945) 
Appointad Rior to 41111980 
for Rov%iondE 
for Permanents 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
Entrance & Max 
A p p o h t d  on a A f t r  4/1/1980 a d  Riot to  7/1/1985 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd Year 
1 9th month 
3rd year 
31 st month 
Appointed on or After 7/1/1985 and Pmr to  511 511992 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
- 3rd Year 
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NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL HOURLY RATES OF PAY 
HOURLY RATED EMPLOYEES 
4th Year 
Entrance 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4 th  Year 
NOTES: 
'A' : For Mechanical Maintainer "C" (637) who are assigned t o  the Division of Car Equipment. 
'ED : For Mechanical Maintainer "C' (637) who  are not assigned t o  the Division of Car Equipment. 
'C' :To be paid for each hour that employee actualb operates one of the heavy-duty cranes at either the 
Atlentic Avenue or 207th Street Storeroom. 
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NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL HOURLY RATES OF PAY 
SALARIED EMPLOYEES 
Tile (Code4 
Office Aide 1 (806) 
Office Aide 11 (804) 
Office Aide 111 (8031 
Revenue Processing Coordinator 1 (306) 
Revenue Processing Coordinator 11 (079) 
Senior Clerk (72 1) 
Senior Keypunch Operator 1724) 
Appointed Rior to 4/1/80 
Appointed On or After 4/1/60 but Prior to 7/1/86 
Appointed On or After 7/1/86 but Prior to 611 6/92 
Appointed On or After 611 6/92 
Senior Tabulator Operator (7221 
-- 
Technical Support Aide IA (874) 
Technical Support Aide IB 1872) 
Technical Support Aide 11 (8731 
Technical Support Aide 111 1871) 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Entrance 
7th month 
2nd year 
19th month 
3rd year 
31st month 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Entrance 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
0.8462 
1.0249 
0.8747 
1.1922 
0.9429 
1.2216 
2.5006 
3.0808 
2.7607 
3.3888 
1.0040 
1.3483 
0.8379 
0.8938 
0.9496 
1.0066 
1.061 3 
1.1 172 
0.7820 
0.8938 
1 .WE6 
1.1172 
0.7820 
0.8379 
0.9496 
1.1172 
1.0437 
1.3748 
0.8771 
1.0801 
0.9466 
1.2260 
1.0474 
1.47 64 
1.1616 
1.6722 
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NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL HOURLY RATES OF PAY 
SALARIED EMPLOYEES 
/ Tik (Code) 
I Telephone Operator (868) 
Word Processor 1 1066) 
Word Processor 11 (057)  
Word Processor 111 (056) 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Maximum 
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